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THE NEW PIONEERS
Hope Rises From The Ashes In Southwestern Forests

In This Issue
“We must always consider the environment and people together, as though
they are one, because the human need to
use natural resources is fundamental to
our continued presence on earth.”
Jim Petersen, Evergreen, Spring 1989
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Jim Petersen

I

n this issue we write about “The
New Pioneers,” an eclectic mix of
entrepreneurs, visionaries, scientists,
politicians and true believers who are
rallying around a simple but powerful
idea whose time has come: caring for
the West’s desperately ill national
forests beats standing by helplessly
while they burn to the ground.
Our story is centered in Arizona and
New Mexico where yet another dreadful
wildfire season is already underway. Most
of the story we tell was completed before
the disastrous Rodeo-Chediski Fire swept
across big pine country in northern
Arizona. The 468,000-acre blaze—the
largest in Arizona history—forced the
evacuation of several rural communities
including Show Low, a lovely mountain
town centered in what was the largest
continuous ponderosa pine forest in the
United States. 423 homes were lost,
mainly in neighboring Heber, Overgaard,
Pinedale, Linden and Clay Springs. On
June 19, two thousand degree heat was
recorded at the head of the wind driven
conflagration, which was then advancing
on Pinedale at 1.5 miles per hour.
But if wildfire were the story we
wanted to tell, we could just as easily be
reporting from the forest graveyards of
northern California, western Montana,
southern Oregon or southwest Idaho—
all scenes of earlier conflagrations that
were just as devastating. Since 1995, the
West has lost more than 25 million
acres in stand-replacing wildfires. As
anyone who was living near one of these
holocausts will tell you, the losses to
communities are measured in decades,
not acres.
Sadly, we know the wildfire story all
too well. In our Winter 1994–1995
edition we autopsied the charred
remains of some of the West’s biggest
forest fires, repeating the unheeded
pleas of foresters who, in the early
1950s, first warned of the dire
consequences of federal neglect in
forests that were then showing early

“This is forest restoration,” shouts Brian Cottam as he stands beneath giant ponderosa pines at Fort Valley, minutes we
environmental and community groups that are pioneering forest-thinning strategies for use in the area’s national forest

signs of the onset of pestilence.
But this is not just another wildfire
story. Nor is it a story about restoration
forestry, a hands-on science endorsed
by many ecologists and biologists; or
letting nature take its course, a handsoff approach some environmentalists
prefer. We compared these opposites in
our Winter 2000-2001 issue and
concluded that leaving the West to the
vagaries of big wildfires is a hopeless
and irresponsible proposition with no
future in a society that expects as much
from its forests as we expect from ours.

No, this is a people story—a glimmer
of hope accounting of the good things
that happen in forests and communities
when humility and determination finally
overcome arrogance and refusal, when
science-based options and public values
jointly form the basis for shaping rational
strategies for overcoming irrational fears.
We have watched this story unfold for
nearly four years. At first, it looked like
numerous other reports from western
logging towns that had embraced
restoration forestry in their struggle to
hang on to their cultures in the

es west of Flagstaff, Arizona. Mr. Cottam is coordinator for the Greater Flagstaff Forests Partnership, a coalition of
orests.

aftermath of the collapse of the federal
timber sale program: Quincy, California
and Medford, Oregon to name just two.
But something different is happening
in small towns all over the Southwest.
Community based collaborative
forestry—the all too clinical name given
to the gut wrenching process of
replacing distrust with consensus—is
working here as it has not worked
elsewhere in the West. We wanted to find
out why, so we spent five months
traveling the Southwest talking with
those we now call “the new pioneers.”

In our report we lay out what
appear to be the reasons for their
extraordinary success. We also describe
the daunting task that lies before
them. How, for example, do you thin
dead and dying trees from ready-toburn forests in a region with so little
logging or saw milling industry left?
And how do you keep the federal grant
money flowing long enough to cobble
together the manufacturing
infrastructure needed to process the
virtual sea of trees that crowds the
region’s forests? And, by the way, what

sort of milling infrastructure will be
accepted in a part of the country
where so many want nothing to do
with a return to “the old days” when
logging and saw milling were big
industries?
We owe our Evergreen readers an
apology for the long delay in
completing this issue. Research took
longer than expected. Then the
Rodeo-Chediski Fire broke out,
forcing several people we interviewed
to flee their homes before they could
review our draft manuscripts for
accuracy. We subsequently decided to
postpone publication long enough to
get a sense for what might happen in
the aftermath of this fire. Three
delays later this much is clear. Save
for radical environmentalists—who
seem to enjoy the publicity that
comes with these conflagrations—the
rest of Arizona has seen enough.
Nearly 97 percent of respondents to
an azcentral.com poll say they
support restoration forestry and other
preventive measures. In a separate
six-state poll, Portland, Oregon
pollster Bob Moore found that 80
percent of registered voters surveyed
are concerned for the risks catastrophic fires pose. 73 percent said
they favor thinning to reduce the
risk. Even in more populous urban
environs, two-thirds favor thinning
over catastrophic fire. We’ve never
seen such groundswells of support for
science-based forestry.
We have laid out this issue to be
read from cover-to-cover, just as you
would read a book. We set the stage
with the answers to eight commonly
asked questions about the situation in
the Southwest. After you’ve studied
these you’ll be ready to read our two
main stories, “Solving Forestry’s
Rubic’s Cube” and “The New
Pioneers.”
So get settled in wherever you are.
You are about to meet an
extraordinary cast of characters:
pioneering men and women acting
on faith who have embraced one
another’s hopes and fears in a way
unlike anything we’ve seen before.
We hope their story inspires others
who are trying to cross the cultural
divide that has separated those living
in the West that was from those living
in the West that is.
Onward we go,
Jim Petersen, Editor
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What’s causing these fires?
T

USDA Forest Service

he immediate causes of the
crowded forests of that era. But by 1919
Southwest’s wildfires vary: lightning
the gentle under-burns that kept the
strikes, careless campers and arson.
region’s forests open and relatively free
But there are underlying factors—
of insects and diseases were disapreasons why these fires are so large and
pearing from the landscape. Three
so much more ferocious than any for
factors contributed to their disapwhich evidence exists in natural
history—that add up to real
problems for communities,
firefighters and the nation.
Of all these factors, none looms
larger than the fact that there are
too many trees crowded into the
West’s forests. And more are
sprouting every year. The chart
opposite compares the number of
trees counted in Southwest forests
in 1998 with the number that was
put smokey in here
counted in a 1910 survey. The
increase is astonishing. In some
areas, ponderosa groves that once
held no more than a dozen or two
large trees now contain more than
2,000 stems per acre. Picture a solid
block of wood the length and width
of a football field stretching a mile
into the sky. That’s how much new
wood fiber is added to Arizona and
New Mexico forests every year. The
block in your mind’s eye contains
185 million cubic foot block of
wood—enough to build 1,800
square foot homes for 90,000
families.
The moisture, nutrient reserves
This is one of the most recognizable faces in the world.
and growing space needed to
And the Forest Service’s fire prevention program
embodies one of the most successful advertising
sustain such mind boggling growth
campaigns in history. Who cannot recite Smokey’s
don’t exist in Southwest forests—
admonition by heart, “Only you….”
and never has. The fires we are
witnessing are nature’s long
predicted reaction to a set of forest
pearance, laying the groundwork for
conditions put in motion by starthe ferocious and increasingly
crossed circumstances involving public
frequent stand-replacing wildfires
policy, weather and plain old dumb luck.
that have dominated the Southwest
Begin with this: the 1919 ponderosa
since the 1980s.
pine seed crop was one of the best ever
First, 400 years of grazing. Dry grass
in the Southwest. And it grew like crazy
easily carried ground fire through the
thanks to an unusually wet spring.
open savannah-like ponderosa pine
Millions of these trees are still standing
stands that dominated much of the
in southwestern forests. Most are no
forested Southwest before post-Civil
bigger around than your forearm
War European settlement began. But by
despite the fact that they are more than
the late 1880s livestock had consumed
80 years old.
so much of it that ground fire lost its
Historically, wildfires would have
most immediate fuel source.
killed most of the trees that sprouted
Second, the nation’s 19th century
from the 1919 seed crop in their first or
Indian policy. For eons, Indians burned
second years, allowing the survivors to
their forests and rangelands annually,
grow quite large in the much less
mainly to promote growth in grasses
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and forbs that were important food
sources for game animals. But once
Indians were driven onto reservations
so-called “native fire” vanished from
the landscape.
Third, the nation’s still widely supported commitment to ridding the
West of its wildfires. As awful as our
fire seasons have become, they pale
when compared to what westerners
endured 50 and 60 years ago. In
1930, one of the worst fire years
since 1910, more than 53 million
acres burned. But it was the Great
1910 Fire that steeled public
resolve against fire. On Saturday,
August 21, some 3,000 small fires
burning in northern Idaho and
western Montana were blown
together by gale force winds. Over
the next 24 hours, three million
acres of timberland were leveled.
Armed only with hand tools, 86
firefighters perished, many still
wearing the same street shoes they
had on when they were recruited
from skid row bars in nearby
Spokane, Washington. An enraged
Gifford Pinchot, then the first chief
of the newly formed U.S. Forest
Service, blamed Congress.
“For want of trails the finest
white pine forests in the United
States were laid waste and scores of
lives lost,” he told a reporter for
Everybody’s Magazine. “It is all
loss, dead irretrievable loss, due to
the pique, the bias and the bullheadedness of a knot of men who
have sulked and planted their hulks
in the way of appropriations for the
protection and improvement of these
national forests.”
The rest is history. Congress ratified
the Clarke-McNary Act in 1924, the
Forest Service went into the firefighting
business and development of the West’s
national forest timber resources
proceeded on course—with strong
public support. It would be another 25
years before foresters first noticed that
both forest density and species composition were changing. Millions of
small ponderosa pines were crowding
into forests historically kept open by
frequent ground fires that would have
killed perhaps 90 percent of these
seedlings and saplings. Worst yet, white
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The number of trees growing in Southwest forests has increased dramatically since the first government inventory was completed in 1910. The
reason: the nation’s decision to exclude wildfire from forests and, to a lesser extent, four centuries of livestock grazing in the region. While forest
inventory methods have been modified slightly in subsequent surveys [1962, 1996 and 1998] the number of trees per acre has increased for every
age class except the very largest. [Source: USFS Southwest Region forest inventory reports]
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Fire exclusion is also altering tree species composition. Ponderosa and lodgepole pine, which regenerate best in sunlight, are losing ground to more
shade tolerant Douglas fir and white fir, species historically kept at bay by frequent low intensity fire. Neither fir species is capable of withstanding
prolonged drought. Under stress, they soon fall prey to insects, diseases and fire. Thus far, changes in species composition have been less dramatic
in spruce-fir and hardwood forests. [Source: USFS Region 3 inventory reports]
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Millions of Acres

lightning or errant campers to run
fir, a prolific re-seeder that tolerates
During the 26-year period between
their course—the tree density problem
shade but not drought, was beginning
surveys, the number of trees one to
might well have reversed itself over
to push shade intolerant ponderosa and
4.9 inches in diameter increased from
time, but there was woefully little public
aspen from their native habitats. But
130 to 160 per acre, while the number
support for such action. By 1960, the
unlike drought resistant ponderosa,
from five to 16.9 inches in diameter
face of Smokey Bear—which drew its
which can withstand the heat of
increased from 70 to 120 trees per acre.
inspiration from a bear cub rescued from
moderate fire once its bark thickens, or
For perspective sake, consider this
a 1950 fire on New Mexico’s Lincoln
aspen, which following fire quickly refrom history: a survey crew working
National Forest—was one of the most
sprouts from its own roots, thin-barked
in Arizona’s North Kaibab region in
recognizable in the world. School kids
white fir is easily killed by fire.
1909 estimated there were 91 trees per
everywhere could recite his admonition
But now, aided by the nation’s
acre three inches or less in diameter.
[Go ahead Baby Boomers, “Only you…”]
well-intended fire policy, white fir
When the survey was repeated in 1989
Now, a half-century later, it is too late
was overtaking ponderosa and aspen
surveyors counted 1,100 trees per acre.
to safely re-introduce fire—a hard lesson
habitat—more than a million
learned at Los Alamos.
acres of it between 1962
There are too many
and 1986. And now,
dead trees and there
U.S.
Wildfire
Trends
stressed beyond their
is too much debris
In
Millions
of
Acres
Averaged
by
Decade
endurance by four
on the forest floor.
years of drought, these
In some places it is
40
dead and dying fir,
knee deep. There is
ponderosa and aspen
great concern for
stands are fueling
35
the future of the
wildfires whose
oldest of the region’s
explosive behavior is
30
ponderosa pines.
unlike anything that
Thought their bark
veteran firefighters
25
is thick enough to
have ever observed.
withstand the heat
Entire watersheds,
20
of low intensity
vital to the region’s
ground fires, the
communities and
15
2,000-degree heat of
* Average based on data
economy, are in
today’s infernos is
up to August 14, 2002.
serious trouble. So
10
more than any living
too are countless
thing can tolerate.
thousands of rare
5
These big trees are
and common species:
also threatened by
mammals, birds,
0
encroaching white
1919-29 1930-39 1940-49 1950-59 1960-69 1970-79 1980-89 1990-99 2000-02*
amphibians, reptiles,
fir and ponderosa
insects and plants.
thickets, which rob
But step back
them of soil nutrients
from this drama for a
and moisture, adding
moment. Recognize
to the danger that—
that evidence abounds
in their weakened
that the number
condition—they
of trees growing in
will fall prey to insects, diseases and
national forests in Arizona and New
Even more surprising, data from
ultimately fire.
Mexico has been increasing steadily
the 1962 and 1986 surveys reveals
Of course, it would be easy to blame
since both wildfire and Indians
that, despite a sawtimber harvest of 2.2
our ancestors for not recognizing
were excluded from the landscape.
billion board feet during the 26-year
fire’s beneficial role in fire-dependent
You can read all about it in a fine
period, the number of trees over 17
ecosystems. But making the West a safe
peer-reviewed article published by
inches in diameter remained virtually
place to put down new roots—paving
the prestigious Journal of Forestry
unchanged at eight per acre, a
the way for prosperity’s eventual arrival
nearly ten years ago. [“Changes in
statistic supported by separate Forest
—was more important to them. And to
Southwestern Forests: Stewardship
Service growth, harvest and mortality
many, it still is.
Implications”] The article, by Marlin
records which reveal that, for the
So we are left with these facts.
Johnson, Assistant Director of Forestry
period, regional sawtimber harvest
National Forests in the Southwest—and
for the Forest Service’s Southwestern
was about 34 percent of net growth—
elsewhere in the Interior West—are
Region, revealed that the number of
well below the volume that could have
in deep, deep trouble. They have far
trees of every size, except the very
been harvested without exceeding
too many trees in them and they are
largest, increased steadily between
annual growth.
burning to the ground because of
1962 and 1986, the two most recent
Had the Forest Service reintroduced
it. Nature is not going to solve this
years in which trees per acre were
fire in the 1950s—intentionally setting
problem in a publicly pleasing way. But
counted in sample plots.
some fires and allowing others set by
we can.
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Can this get any worse?
Y

Millions of Acres

would have been lost
es, the West’s
U.S. Wildland Burned
in a mid-May firestorm
wildfire situation
In Millions of Acres - 1960 to 2002
that was less than a
can get worse. In
tenth the size of the
fact, it will get worse,
9
Rodeo-Chediski Fire,
pro-bably much
Through August 15, 2002.
which drove more
worse. Why? Because
8
than 30,000 from
most landowners are
their homes and left
not doing enough
7
more than 400 families
to address the two
homeless. And had
underlying causes of
6
this colossus crossed
catastrophic wildfire:
5
the highway south of
the exponentially
Show Low it would
increasing number
4
have burned across
of trees that crowd
the top of the White
national forests and
3
Mountains, all the way
the corresponding
into New Mexico. Well
and excessive
2
over a million acres
buildup of highly
1
would have been lost.
flammable woody
Just how bad could
debris: tinder dry
0
it get? Consider this.
needles and limbs,
1960
1965
1970
1975
1980
1985
1990
1995
2000
According to Forest
fallen trees, and all
Service and Government
but dead ponderosa,
Accounting Office
fir, spruce and juniper
reports some 73 million
pushed to the brink by
national forest acres
unsustainable growing
are on the verge of
conditions, corollary
ecological collapse.
insect and disease
But efforts to mount
infestations and
began talk
the large-scale long term thinning program
prolonged drought.
of “another Los Alamos” was widespread
scientists have been recommending for
This year the wildfire crisis is centered
among veteran firefighters. The May 2000
years have been repeatedly thwarted by legal,
in Arizona and Colorado. Two years ago
fire began as an ill-advised controlled burn set
regulatory and management entanglements
it was New Mexico and western Montana.
by the National Park Service in the Bandelier
that Forest Service Chief Dale Bosworth
In 1987 in was northern California and
National Monument south of Los Alamos.
recently likened to “the Gordian Knot of ancient
southern Oregon. In 1988 it was Yellowstone,
High winds drove flames northward across
Greek mythology. And unlike Alexander the
1990 Arizona, 1992 Idaho, 1994 Colorado,
47,000 acres forcing evacuation of the entire
Great, I cannot simply draw my sword and
1997 Alaska, 1999 California. At this writing
town. 405 homes were destroyed.
cut it,” he said in June 12 testimony before
(Aug. 22) it is revisiting southern Oregon
“I am scared to death we are going
members of the House Sub-committee on
with a vengeance.
to lose lives and communities again this
Forests and Forest Health.
Year after year, the worsening crisis
summer,” declared John Bedell in an April
Just how Congress and the nation’s various
plays itself out in riveting images:
interview. Mr. Bedell, the retiring supervisor
federal resource management agencies will
retardant bombers flying at treetop level
on northern Arizona’s Apache-Sitgreaves
[with their conflicting mandates] unravel
flash across television screens, towns are
National Forest, characterized the situation as
what Mr. Bosworth termed “the piecemeal
evacuated, guests flee destination resorts,
“the worst I have seen in my 33 years in the
im-position of regulations, court decisions
dot-com billionaires man the roofs of
Southwest.”
and internal agency process requirements”
their million-dollar retreats with six-dollar
“I see no sign things will improve in the
remains to be seen.
garden hoses, thousands with respiratory
foreseeable future,” Mr. Bedell said of the
Despite its limited success, collaborative
and cardiac problems flood emergency
rapidly deterioriating situation and the Forest
forestry—with its emphasis on consensus
rooms, deer and elk roasted within an inch
Service’s inability to get ahead of it. “On the
building and community empowerment—
of their lives are mercifully shot, waves of fire
Apache-Sitgreaves alone we have 400,000
offers reason for hope. So too does the
undulate in the night sky like northern lights
adjacent to community acres that need
groundswell of public support for thinning
and yellow-jacketed firefighters disappear
treatment. And that doesn’t count the acres
as an alternative to catastrophic wildfire. But
into the smoky haze. Some will come out
that are in watersheds or provide critical
hope has given way to crisis. One in three
the other side in body bags. Thus far this
habitat for plant and animal species or are
acres is over-crowded, overstressed, dead
year 19 have, including seven killed in
considered to be prime recreation areas.”
or dying. And every forest scientist we
accidents while traveling to and from big
Mr. Bedell knows whereof he speaks.
know who is familiar with the West’s fire
fires.
But for the grace of God, Prescott, Arizona
ecology confirms our worst fears. Unless
Even before the current wildfire season
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Isn’t logging to blame?
W

Jim Petersen

reduce woody debris
hen logging slash
accumulations,”
is not properly disposed of
reported Jim Youtz, a
it can be a fire hazard.
Bureau of Indian Affairs
This is why piles of dissilviculturist assigned to
carded limbs and treetops
the White Mountain
are burned when burning
Apache tribe at Fort
can be done safely.
Apache. Mr. Youtz
Forest managers face
helped battle the
an interesting challenge
conflagration, which
where slash disposal is
started on tribal
concerned. Minimizing
forestland.
the risk of subsequent fire
“Areas where no
is very important, but
management activity
limbs and treetops also
had occurred were
help enrich the soil as they
devastated,” he
decay and they provide
explained. “Where
habitat for rodents, birds
logging or thinning
and insects.
had occurred but slash
Numerous scientific
was not removed,
studies affirm the fact that
there was more
when slash is properly
damage than in areas
treated it does not pose a
serious fire threat. One
where slash had been
treated and prescribed
such study, conducted in
California’s Sierra Nevada
fire had been used to
range in 1996, drew this
eliminate excess woody
debris. We also noticed
conclusion:
“Timber harvest,
that old burns helped
through its effects on
slow the pace of the
forest structure, local
fire, but small trees
microclimate and fuel
growing in old burns
accumulation, has
did not survive unless
increased fire severity
the area had been
more than any other
salvaged logged. But
recent human activity.
where salvage logging
If not accompanied by
had occurred, trees
adequate reduction of
that had been planted
fuels, logging (including
or sprouted naturally
When logging debris is properly disposed of the risk of post-logging wildfire is
minimal. [Top photo] Trees too small to have commercial value are piled for
slave of dead and dying
after the fire survived
burning at Fort Valley, west of Flagstaff. [Bottom] Finely ground woody debris
trees) increases fire hazard
the new burn.”
from the Blue Ridge demonstration project near Lakeside. Biomass technology
by increasing surface dead
Managing forests—
and marketing expertise is desperately needed in the Southwest.
fuels and changing the
thinning overly dense
local microclimate. Fire
stands, removing
intensity and expected fire spread rates
Chediski fire was finally stopped just
diseased, dead and dying trees,
thus increase locally and in areas
inside the city limits—averting the
treating logging slash and controladjacent to harvest. However, logging
possible loss of the entire town—when
ling woody debris accumulations—is
can serve as a tool to help reduce fire
it entered an area that had been
expensive, but not nearly as costly
hazard when slash is adequately
thinned. With less to burn, the fire
or environmentally destructive as
treated and treatments are
slowed, giving firefighters an
catastrophic wildfire. And as you
maintained.” [Emphasis added]
opportunity to contain it.
will learn in this report, there are
There is also new evidence that past
“The fire did the least amount of
hopeful signs that these costs can
forest management activity, including
damage in areas that had been thinned,
be offset through development of
logging, can help slow the pace of even
where logging slash had been treated
new commercial markets for most
large fires. Near Show Low, the Rodeoand prescribed fire was later applied to
forest residues.
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What if we do nothing?
I

Jim Petersen

percent support for
f we do nothing,
harvesting old or
most of the Southwest’s
dying trees and 88
forests will be lost to fire.
percent support for
Thereafter, the fire
thinning.
cycle will subside and the
“For most
process of renewal will
Arizonans, wildfire
begin. It will take several
has become a quality
hundred years. Meanof life issue,” says Dr.
while, there won’t be
Martin Moore,
much to look at or enjoy.
executive director
Despite this reality,
of EACO, now the
some environmentalists
Environmental
still insist such a forest
Economic
meltdown would be good
Communities
for nature. But forest
Organization, St.
ecologists who are
Johns, Arizona.
studying the situation
“We recognize that
warn that the fires we are
if we lose our forests
witnessing have moved
we lose much more
well beyond “the range of
Heavy rains scoured this streambed to bedrock following the June 2000 Viveash
than trees,” he
natural variability.”
Fire. The blaze ripped through 28,000 acres of heavy timber on the Santa Fe
observes. “We lose a
Put simply, we are not
National Forest on a windless day. Flood-related erosion is common following
stand-replacing wildfires.
very appealing
witnessing the kind of fire
lifestyle that makes
behavior that is associated
the Southwest such an attractive
with a naturally functioning short
place for businesses and families
fire-interval ecosystem—a plant and
more holistic approach that would
alike. We simply cannot afford to
animal community in which fires
take us deeper into the forest where
leave our future to chance, so we are
play a quite beneficial role: frequent
we would enlist science, technology
bringing together groups of people
but never very intense burns that
and nature in a quest to reduce the
who share our belief that restortraveled along the forest floor,
risk of catastrophic wildfire in forests
ation forestry beats watching forests
clearing away debris, keeping insects,
that are simply too important to us
burn to the ground.”
diseases and shade tolerant plant
for whatever the reason?
But restoration forestry’s
species in check.
While there are no easy answers
proponents face two daunting tasks.
What we are instead witnessing is
to any of these questions, a 1998
Many politically powerful groups see
nature’s increasingly forceful
statewide poll of registered voters in
restoration as nothing more than
response to one of our nation’s felt
Arizona suggests that most people
logging in disguise, and therefore
necessities: the need to limit wildfire
living in the Southwest understand
oppose it. Worse, even if restorfor reasons involving public health,
that there are serious environmental
ation’s opponents could be swayed,
safety and enjoyment. The question
consequences associated with
there is virtually no forest products
is, “Where do we draw the line?”
inaction in the face of catastrophic
industry left in the Southwest to
Where does public health, safety and
wildfire, especially for a nation that
process and market whatever wood
enjoyment end and nature begin? Or
places such high values on clean air,
fiber might be thinned from
should there even be such a line of
clean water, abundant wildlife and
national forests.
demarcation in modern society?
beautiful forests.
“We’re working very hard to
Should we step back and let entire
The poll, conducted for the
recruit technologically advanced
towns burn to the ground because
Eastern Arizona Counties
businesses that capitalize on the
someone thinks they were built in
Organization (EACO) by the Arizona
emerging opportunities we see in
the wrong place? Or do we simply
State University Media Research
small-wood processing and energy
carve out mile-wide buffers at the
Service revealed 87 percent support
development,” Dr. Moore reports.
city limits, ceding what lies beyond
for protecting endangered plants and
“Without these businesses we
to inevitable wildfire? Do we
animals, 91 percent support for
cannot begin to deal with the
arbitrarily set up our defenses ten or
controlled burns to protect forest
underlying causes of these awful
20 miles from town or do we try
health, 97 percent support for
fires.”
something completely different—a
recreation on public lands, 91
www.evergreenmagazine.com 9

Are there good
forest fires?
Y

es there are good forest fires.
In fact, foresters often
“prescribe” fire to dispose of
accumulated debris, enrich the soil
by speeding nutrient recycling or
retard the growth of shrubs or
grasses that would otherwise crowd
out recently planted seedlings.
But prescribed fire is not
wildfire. Moreover, as we’ve already
explained, the wildfires that are
burning in the Southwest today are
burning well beyond the parameters for which scientists can
find observable evidence of past
behavior: fire scars on stumps, ash
accumulations in soil and the
presence or absence of woody
debris.
Historically, fires burned
frequently in the Southwest—on
three-year intervals in some places,
a bit less frequently in others, every
ten years on average in ponderosa
pine and low elevation Douglas-fir
forests. Because they traveled close
to the ground, most of these fires
were not very intense. But they did
help enrich the soil by hastening the
release of nutrients stored in dry
grass, shrubs, seedlings, fallen trees
and decomposing plant matter.
By contrast, the crown fires that
now frequent the Southwest don’t
have any redeeming value. In fact,
their ferocity is difficult to
comprehend: flames moving fast
enough to overrun birds in flight,
burning hot enough to crack
boulders, melting topsoil’s organic
layer into a waxy glaze that is
impervious to water. The flooding
that follows often strips stream
channels to bedrock, washing away
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every vestige of fish habitat.
So the irony: our early attempts
to contain wildfire—a societal
decision made some 80 years ago—
simply postponed the unexpected
but inevitable return of even larger
fires and more destructive fires.
Worst yet, millions of people now
live in or near in or near forests,
often unaware of the danger they
face. In the Southwest alone, the
Forest Service estimates 200,000
homes are at risk because of their
proximity to national forests with a
high burn probability.
Of course, forests eventually
recover from the ravages of
wildfire, no matter how
catastrophic the damage. But
healing often takes hundreds of
years—a fact that could permanently cripple every industry
in the Southwest, especially if
forested watersheds stop
functioning.
Getting along with nature is
challenging, especially in a modern
society that is so dependent on the
steady flow of goods and services
the earth provides. How easily we
forget that all natural systems—
including forests and woodlands—
perpetuate themselves through
disturbance: wind, floods, insects,
diseases, earthquakes, ice storms,
volcanic eruptions, lightning and
wildfires. Nature passes no
judgements as to the good or evil
that these disturbances unleash.
They simply are. They do what they
do. Things change, sometimes
subtly, sometimes suddenly. Old
forests perish and new ones take
their places. Time marches on.

Much of the chaos that is nature
goes on unnoticed—nitrogen
fixation for example. By volume,
colorless odorless nitrogen makes
up 80 percent of the earth’s
atmosphere. It also exists in
nitrogeneous compounds present in
plant and animal tissues, especially
proteins. Nitrogen is a marvelous
fertilizer, but to do its work it must
first be fixed—combined with other
elements by biological or chemical
action to form compounds green
plants can use. The heat from fire
transforms nitrogen into more
easily absorbed organic compounds
that fuel photosynthesis, the
process by which plants, including
trees, capture visible light energy
and, with the aid of chlorophyll,
convert water from the soil and
atmospheric carbon dioxide into
glucose (sugar) and oxygen.
Glucose is then converted into
other organic chemicals, the most
common being cellulose—a water
insoluble polymer. In trees, these
organic compounds are converted
to wood fiber.
So yes, there are indeed good
forest fires, prescribed as well as
wild. But until the underlying
causes of the conflagrations that are
sweeping the Southwest today are
meaningfully addressed such
therapeutic disturbances will
remain rare. And before the current
crisis can be meaningfully
addressed—within the framework of
a perpetual forest thinning
program—the public must create a
politically stable climate in which
wood fiber consuming businesses
can prosper.

Steve Arno

Before thinning. Note the old stump in the foreground partially
hidden behind a tree that grew up after the area was logged.

Steve Arno

After thinning. The old stump is plainly visible now because the
tree the tree in the foreground has been removed along with
many others that crowded the stand. The residual ponderosa
stand is now plainly visible. Note the debris on the ground.

Steve Arno

Prescribed fire at night. Fire consumes ground litter, reducing
the risk of a later wildfire and preparing the soil for natural
reseeding from residual pines. Burning at night, when the air is
cool, reduces the risk that the fire will escape.

Steve Arno

The ecological benefits of thinning and prescribed fire are on
display in this series of four photographs taken in Montana’s
Lick Creek by Dr. Steve Arno, a fire ecologist who, before his
retirement, worked for many years at the Forest Service’s
Intermountain Fire Sciences Laboratory in Missoula. The Lick
Creek area was heavily logged in the early 1900s, then left to
regenerate by itself. The result was a dense stand of trees that
needed thinning. The Fire Sciences Laboratory took on the task
as part of its ongoing research.

The following spring. Mission accomplished: excess woody
debris is gone and new vegetation is sprouting. The risk of
wildfire has been reduced and residual ponderosas will now
begin to grow in earnest. Plant diversity has been increased
and the area now provides a much wider variety of wildlife
habitat than it did before thinning.
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What happened to the
Southwest’s Timber Industry?
T

USDA Forest Service

he Southwest’s timber
Tribal forests accounted for 60
industry is long gone, a victim of
percent of the harvest. Private
its near total dependence on
lands, which comprise only 1.5
national forest timber sale
percent of the state’s timberland
programs that were phased out in
base, accounted for the remaining
the 1990s.
three percent.
Only three sawmilling
Although the Fort Apache,
businesses of any size still operate
Mescalero and Espanola sawmills
in the two states: Fort Apache
cut most of the region’s lumber,
Timber Company at Fort Apache,
there are many portable mills
Arizona; Mescalero Forest
operating in both states. In fact,
Products at Mescalero and
New Mexico had more of them in
Alamogordo, New Mexico and Rio
1997 than it had a decade earlier.
Grande Forest Products at
These “Mom and Pop” mills often
Espanola, New Mexico. Of these,
operate seasonally, cutting house
only Rio Grande attempts to
logs and vigas or latillas—aesthetic
purchase thinning sales offered
staples in the Southwest’s sigperiodically by the Forest Service.
nature adobe-style architecture.
The Southwest’s only pulp mill
Meanwhile, most of the construcis still operating but it no longer
tion lumber used by the region’s
buys pulp logs in the region.
burgeoning homebuilding
Rather than endure the vagaries of
industry comes from Canada,
the federal government’s on again
Texas or California, an irony not
lost on Mr. Ribelin.
off again thinning program, new
owner Abitibi imports cooked pulp
“How ridiculous is it that we
from Canada.
have to import lumber because our
own national forests, which hold
“There isn’t much left,”
laments Allen Ribelin, co-owner of
millions of acres of dead and dying
High Desert Investment Company,
timber, are no longer managed for
the timber they could produce?” he
a Flagstaff logging firm. “We’re
doing some urban interface
asks. “Our family would probably
Harvesting big ponderosa on the Coconino National Forest
in the 1950s. Chainsaws no longer threaten these big trees,
thinning work for the Forest
build a new sawmill here in the
but insects, diseases and drought do. Unless the dense
Flagstaff area capable of handling
Service and some right-of-way
thickets in which these big trees live are thinned, wildfires
work for the state, but the milling
the small diameter trees that most
will soon kill them.
industry that was here for so many
everyone agrees must be removed
from our forests to reduce the risk
years is gone and probably won’t
return.”
of wildfire, but we’re unwilling to make
1986, $77.7 million versus $170 million.
Little remains of the Forest Service
the investment without federal
Lumber production in 1995, 1996 and
assurances of a stable and adequate longtimber sale program in the Southwest.
1997 fell to a 50-year low. Also signifLimited salvage logging is occurring in
term supply of logs.”
icant: just 12 percent of the 1997
dead and dying forests, but green tree
While some see the decade-long
harvest came from national forests,
harvest volume has been declining
collapse of the region’s timber industry
compared with 84 percent in 1986.
steadily since 1989 when 428 million
and the Forest Service’s stated
Private lands accounted for 63 percent
board feet were harvested in Arizona and
unwillingness to enter into long-term
of the harvest and tribal forests 25
New Mexico national forests. (See charts
supply agreements as nearly insurpercent.
on facing page)
mountable obstacles, others seem to see
Arizona fared no better. In 1998,
The decline in the region’s lumber
new opportunities everywhere they look.
lumber production fell to 81 million
industry is chronicled in profiles
“There are advantages to starting
board feet, its lowest point since World
prepared by the University of Montana
from nothing,” says Dr. Martin Moore,
War II and a 70 percent decline in six
Bureau of Business and Economic
executive director of the St. Johns,
years. Sales for the year were $29.2
Research—a 1997 New Mexico report
Arizona Environmental Economic
million, about ten percent of what they
and a companion 1998 Arizona report.
Communities Organization (EECO).
were 20 years earlier. And the federal
New Mexico forest products sales in 1997 share of timber harvested fell from two“We can focus on the future without
were less than half what they were in
worrying about the past.”
thirds in 1984 to 37 percent in 1998.
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Arizona
Timber Harvest & Lumber Production
In Millions of Board Feet (MMBF) - 1947 to 1998
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Arizona’s timber harvest has declined dramatically in recent years – in large part because of the
collapse of the federal timber sale program and, regionally, the March 1993 U.S. Fish & Wildlife
Service decision to list the Mexican spotted owl as a threatened species. As harvesting has
declined so too has lumber production, which is now at its lowest level since the end of World War II.
[Sources: University of Montana Bureau of Business Research and Western Wood Products
Association “Statistical Yearbook of the Western Lumber Industry”]

New Mexico
Timber Harvest & Lumber Production
In Millions of Board Feet (MMBF) - 1947 to 1997
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Through its various federally funded
community-based collaborations EECO is
incubating a half-dozen small enterprises
capable of consuming modest amounts of
wood fiber harvested from forests adjacent
to at risk communities.
Community-based collaboration has
also gained a significant foothold in New
Mexico. Most attribute success to the
dedication of state forester Toby Martinez,
who is also credited with formation of the
Four Corners Initiative, a four-state
dialogue involving community and tribal
leaders, environmentalists and entrepreneurs from Arizona, New Mexico,
Colorado and Utah.
“Clearly we would all like to be working
at an infrastructure scale that matches the
scale of our forest health problem,” says Dr.
Moore. [EECO is also involved in Four
Corners] “But I think even our most
impatient members recognize that we have
to start small in order to rebuild lost trust.”
It will not be easy. Doers like Mr. Ribelin
won’t risk their capital until the Forest
Service comes up with a bulletproof longterm supply contract. Through their
lawyers, environmentalists shout back
across a philosophical chasm—announcing
their fear that the old timber industry will
somehow regain a foothold in the
Southwest if they don’t appeal and litigate
the Forest Service’s every move. The
standoff continues.
Brian Cottam, coordinator for the
Greater Flagstaff Forests Partnership (until
recently the Grand Canyon Forests
Foundation) shares Dr. Moore’s concerns
for the absence of trust and the inadequacy
of scale. To the chagrin of some of its
partners, the Flagstaff-based conservation
alliance has pioneered several innovative
thinning projects in northern Arizona
discovering, perhaps to its own surprise,
that thinning forests in ways that are
acceptable to nervous environmentalists is
only half the battle. Finding reliable buyers
for small diameter logs of often poor quality
isn’t easy either.
“It all goes together,” Mr. Cottam
observes. “We can’t market logs without
mills and we won’t have mills until some
level of mutual trust is restored. The fact
that most of the people we work with now
concede that our wood utilization and
forest density problems must be addressed
together, and on a much larger scale, is a
good sign. Creating firebreaks around
communities and calling it forest
restoration isn’t going to get the job done.
We need to start building new milling
capacity at a scale that will allow us to
meaningfully address both our forest
problem and our forest future.”

PRODUCTION
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As recently as 1989, New Mexico national forests accounted for 136 million of the 210 million board
feet of timber harvested annually. But the Mexican spotted owl listing and subsequent litigation
caused a near 80 percent decline in federal timber sales. Harvesting on private and tribal timberlands
increased some, but not enough to offset the big federal decline. Overall lumber production is now
near its lowest point in state history. [Sources: University of Montana Bureau of Business Research
and Western Wood Products Association “Statistical Yearbook of the Western Lumber Industry”]
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What can we make
from smaller trees?
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Jim Petersen

“A

lmost anything” is the
quick answer to the question.
Solid wood, wood pulp and woodbased chemicals are found in more
than 5,000 products—everything
from floor joists to food additives.
But realistically, what can be
made from the Southwest’s sea of
small trees depends on which
manufacturing technologies win
public support. And although no
one knows for sure what these
might be, smaller family-owned
businesses that make finished
products, like furniture, seem to
be preferred over large industrial
complexes.
If this is true, it may be
difficult to align the primarysecondary manufacturing chain in
a way that facilitates efficient use
of millions of tons of small
diameter trees that now crowd the
region’s forests.
For example, hundreds of
secondary wood manufacturers,
including high-end door and
window makers, buy their raw
material from sawmills that prefer
to sell their best grades of lumber
to value added manufacturers. Still
other manufacturers live off the
least valuable parts of the tree—
wood waste processors for example.
No matter their market niches,
the survival and prosperity of
secondary wood processing
businesses rest on their ability to
buy raw materials at prices that
include the imbedded cost of
harvesting and initial processing.
Imagine how much a gazebo would
cost at WalMart if the manufacturer
had to buy the logging equipment
(at least a million dollars), harvest
the timber, haul the logs to town
(log trucks cost around $80,000) and
do all of the sawing (figure $25
million for a good sawmill) and resawing work before the gazebo could
be assembled!
Technology has changed the wood
manufacturing business as much as

P&M Signs Mountainair, New Mexico, made this U.S.
Forest Service ensign from an extruded composite
material composed of finely ground juniper wood and
tiny pellets made from ground up plastic milk cartons.

any business on earth. Companies
that just a decade ago were still
sawing lumber or peeling plywood
veneer from large diameter trees
now employ advanced milling
systems to glue, laminate and fingerjoin a variety of structurally
superior products made from small
diameter trees. Conventional lumber
and plywood are slowly losing
market share to these “engineered”
products because they are stronger,
easier to assemble, usually defectfree, perform better on the job and
sometimes even weigh less.
In the transition from large to
small diameter trees, log quality has
become the more important factor.
When quality is good it is possible to
take trees apart and reassemble
them in layers containing several
trees of different species. As large
wood billets—up to 60 feet by eight
feet by two feet—they can then be

re-sawn into anything from I-joist
flanges to salad bowls.
With so much chaos in the
nation’s energy markets, and so
much dead wood in southwestern
forests, wood pellet manufacturing
plants would seem to be a good bet
for even conservative investors.
Arizona utility companies are
required to generate a percentage
of their power from solar energy
and renewable fuels and the New
Mexico legislature is contemplating a similar requirement.
Bone-dry pellets made from
sawmill wood waste or ground up
trees yield four times as many
BTU’s per cubic foot as does unprocessed green biomass, which (by
weight) can be 50 percent water.
Equally important, when pellets
are burned in technologically
advanced stoves they burn so
cleanly that they can be used on
designated “no burn” days.
It is likely that federal funding
for research in bio-fuels will be
increased in the aftermath of this
year’s fire season. Whether it is
possible to make fuel from renewable wood as efficiently as it can be
made from non-renewable petroleum remains to be seen, but if it is
the technology will probably be
perfected at Sandia, at Department
of Energy research laboratory at
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Many observers believe the
Southwest cannot begin to solve its
forest health problems without a
pulp and paper complex capable of
annually consuming thousands of
tons of forest residue. Whether
such an imposing industrial
complex will ever gain public favor
remains to be seen, but its
cornerstone presence would greatly
improve the efficiency of the
region’s harvesting and wood
processing chain, spawning dozens
more small wood ventures with
whom it would surely develop
customer relationships.

Jim Petersen

Jim Petersen

This under construction home in Bigfork, Montana includes a wide variety
of engineered wood products—floor joists, rafters and roof, flooring and
wall panels—made from small diameter trees.

American Forest & Paper Association

American Forest & Paper Association

These small diameter logs are from a thinning on the Coconino National
Forest west of Flagstaff. When quality is good, virtually any structural or
panel wood product can be made from such logs.

Computers were supposed to usher in the “paperless society” but, in
fact, paper use has more than doubled since the computer age began.

Jim Petersen

Jim Petersen

High quality wood chips are used mainly to make myriad grades of paper
while lower quality chips are used to make packaging materials.

Forest Energy Corporation, Show Low, Arizona, uses these chips to
make wood pellets for residential wood stoves.

Wood pellets made by Forest Energy Corporation burn so cleanly they
meet EPA particulate matter emission standards.
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How much industry
is needed?
O

Stephanie Steck, Northern Lights, Bigfork, Montana

forests that would by then
f all the questions
approximate pre-settlement
confronting restoration forestry’s
conditions.
proponents this one is the most
Although the finer points of
difficult to answer. Dozens of
the thinning and prescribed fire
manufacturing scenarios are
discussion will be debated for
possible but no one seems to
some time to come, one thing is
know for sure which ones might
clear. Most people living in the
win public favor.
Southwest expect the federal
For example, how much
government to do whatever is
industry will the public tolerate?
necessary to prevent the fiery loss
Will only cottage industries be
of what remains of their rich
acceptable or might a handful of
forest legacy.
larger ventures be included in the
Equally clear is the fact that
mix?
the time-honored relationship
Will taxpayers be willing to
between the federal government
permanently subsidize underand the timber industry will
capitalized businesses that have
undergo profound change as
little or no hope of ever making it
restoration forestry comes into its
on their own or would some
own. Fee for service contractors—
combination of larger more
including former loggers who now
commercially viable ventures be
specialize in thinning dense forests
preferred in the long run?
to concise Forest Service standards
And how about logging? How
—are replacing sawmilling
much of it will the public endure in
companies that for decades could
the name of forest restoration? Will
be counted on to pay sky-high
we just nibble around the edges of the
prices for federal timber even when
problem, not really doing much for
lumber markets were at rock
forests but making a good political
bottom. As with all professionals,
show of it? Or might we reduce tree
their fees will vary as a function of
density more dramatically, allowing
operating costs and the difficulty of
forests to gradually complete their
Rick and Deb Smith log in northwest Montana. Most of the
the job. The loser in this transition
own recovery?
West’s logging companies are generations-old familyis the federal treasury, which will
And once the thinning work is
owned businesses.
never again see the huge sums of
completed—perhaps 50 years
money it took in year after year
hence—will the public continue to
auctioning national forest timber to the
support the industry’s presence or will
scientists say such an ambitious and
highest bidder. But restoration forestry
it side with those who say forest density
costly undertaking would require
can pay for itself without subsidy if a
can then be controlled by controlled
removal of perhaps half the trees
stable political climate can be
burning?
currently growing in some
established and maintained. Private
Like unaligned squares in a Rubic’s
southwestern forests. But other
capital will then flow toward harvesting
cube, the amount of industry needed
restoration proponents say they doubt
and milling businesses that have the
cannot be determined until the public’s
people who have grown comfortable
best chance of success in brutally
perceived support for restoration
with the look of forests will support the
competitive global wood fiber markets.
forestry is well defined.
appearance-altering removal of so many
Perspective on the possible size and
Several respected forest ecologists,
trees on such a large scale. Still others
shape of the region’s new forest
among them Dr. Wallace Covington of
frankly doubt that our increasingly
products industry is contained in a
Northern Arizona University, favor rehealth-conscious society would tolerate
meticulously researched report written
creating the full range of natural
the great volume of smoke that would
in late 2001 by Dr. Debra Larson, a
disturbance patterns that were
be generated by the post-thinning
professor in the Department of Civil and
prominent in the Southwest before
prescribed fire-only program some
Environmental Engineering at
European settlement began. Some
ecologists favor as a way of sustaining
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Northern Arizona University. [“The
Suitability of Various Markets for Using
Small Diameter Ponderosa Pine to
Sustain Forest Health and Fire-Risk
Reduction Programs In Northern
Arizona”] She estimates that thinning
Flagstaff’s 94,000-acre urban interface
would yield between 24,816 to 99,828
truckloads of small diameter logs,
depending on the number of trees
removed.
But across all of northern Arizona
nearly ten times as many acres are said
to need treatment. Assuming public
acceptance, Dr. Larson estimates that
the ongoing fiber supply would support
a pulp mill, a roundwood merchandizing operation designed to service
smaller niche markets, and a nonstructural panel operation—perhaps a

particleboard, medium density
fiberboard or oriented strand board
plant.
The unanswered question is
whether the public will support the
presence of such an imposing woodprocessing complex. “I hope so,” says
EECO’s Dr. Moore. “Minus a diverse
combination of facilities capable of
processing and marketing large
amounts of fiber of varying quality
forest restoration on a meaningful
scale will be virtually impossible with
government subsidies.”
Although House and Senate leaders
from Arizona and New Mexico have
done remarkably well in their bipartisan effort to channel federal
funding into collaborative forestry
projects in the Southwest, there is

concern they won’t be able to do much
more, especially now that billions in
taxpayer dollars are being redirected to
homeland security.
“Uncle Sam is not going to pick up
the tab for this grand experiment
forever,” declares Ron Christiansen,
Chairman of the Gila County Board of
Supervisors and an EECO board
member. “We have a three or four-year
window of opportunity in which to
turn forest restoration into a paying
proposition. Fortunately, we’re not far
apart from environmentalists who see
the same problems, risks and
opportunities we see.”
Even under the best of
circumstances, solving forestry’s
Rubic’s Cube will not be easy or
inexpensive.

The Southwest could certainly use a pulp and paper mill like this Boise
Cascade Corporation complex at International Falls, Minnesota, but some
doubt the region would ever embrace such a large wood-consumer. Despite
its size, this Boise mill has no impact on water quality in the nearby Rainy
River, a prized sturgeon fishery.
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“A vast forest of gigantic pines, inserted frequently
with open glades, sprinkled all over with mountains,
meadows, and covered with the richest grasses, was
traversed by our party for many days. We came to a
glorious forest of lofty pines, through which we have
traveled ten miles. The country was beautifully

undulating; and although we usually associate the idea
of barrenness with pine regions that was not so in this
sense: every foot being covered with the finest grass and
beautiful grassy glades extending in every direction.
The forest was perfectly open and unencumbered with
brush wood so that traveling was excellent.”

Edward Beale, transcontinental railroad surveyor, traveling south of the Grand Canyon, 1858

Solving Forestry’s Rubic’s Cube
By Jim Petersen
Editor, Evergreen Magazine

I

Jim Petersen

t is hard to believe that the
Southwest’s tumbledown forests
once fit Edward Beale’s idyllic
description, but they did. His lofty
pines and grassy glades grace
countless black and white
photographs taken as early as
1890.
Thousands who walked or rode
the region’s northern reaches in
the early years following the Civil
War recorded what they saw in
their journals. Among the more
picturesque accounts: C.E.
Dutton’s vivid description laid
down in painstaking detail in a
report he wrote for the U.S.
Geological Service in 1882.
“The trees are large and noble
in aspect and stand widely apart
except in the highest parts of the
plateau where the spruces
predominate. Instead of dense
thickets where we are shut in by
impenetrable foliage, we can look
far beyond and see the tree trunks
A remnant of the seeming infinite colonnades forest
vanishing away like an infinite
surveyor C.E. Dutton wrote about in an 1882 U.S.
Geological Service report. This one lies west of Flagstaff.
colonnade. The ground is
unobstructed and inviting. There
is a constant succession of parks and
or New Mexico that even come close to
glades, dreamy avenues of grass and
what Messrs. Beale and Dutton found.
flowers winding between sylvan walls,
To be sure, you can still find big trees
or spreading out in broad open
in the high country—many more than
meadows. From June until September
you might think would be there—but
there is a display of wild flowers which
they are entombed in dog-hair thickets
is quite beyond description.”
that hide their existence from all but
Scientists believe perhaps 75 percent
the most observant eyes. To be sure,
of the Southwest’s ponderosa pine
this remains the largest contiguous
forests fit this description 150 years ago,
ponderosa pine forest on earth, but the
but today you have to look long and
pine colonnades, the dreamy avenues of
hard to find settings in either Arizona
grass and the wildflowers winding
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between sylvan walls that inspired
the poet in C.E. Dutton are nearly
gone.
Today, some 73 million acres in
the Interior West are on the verge
of ecological collapse—a chain
reaction calamity brought on by the
presence of far too many trees for
the natural carrying capacity of
often-arid lands. Choked by
drought and robbed of soil
nutrients they are easy prey for
marauding insects and diseases that
can somehow detect stress in sickly
trees. Inevitably, merciful wildfires
end their misery.
Throughout the Southwest
there is great concern for public
safety. Forests surround many
communities, including dozens
that are summertime retreats for
families seeking relief from the
scorching desert heat. One such
mountain enclave—heavily wooded
Show Low-Lakeside, Arizona—had
to be evacuated and was nearly
overrun by the 468,000-acre RodeoChediski Fire. Some 470 homes
were destroyed, mainly in
neighboring communities. It seems
silly—maybe even callous—to say
that it was inevitable, but is was.
And if just one more warning was
needed, it came in a May 15 dress
rehearsal when 1,500 Prescott residents
were forced to flee their homes as a
furious fire bore down on their
community. Though only five homes
were lost, the swiftness of the
conflagration prompted fire experts to
predict that this season would likely
bring one or more 100,000-acre
conflagrations to the West. There have
been three thus far.

Tangled ponderosa thickets like this on in northern New Mexico’s
Santa Fe National Forest are commonplace in the Southwest.
These tickets often hide larger trees that could be saved by thinning
the decadent trees that surround them.
Jim Petersen
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to the ground in increasingly frequent
Alliance and the Audubon Society
Virtually all of the region’s
insisted, “We need to stand back and let
and destructive wildfires.
communities—with their hundreds
Questions abound.
our forests burn.”]
emerald-green golf courses—get their
Will this fire season be a bad one? [It
Who to believe? What to believe?
water from reservoirs that collect
Begin with this metaphor: like all who
already is]
spring runoff from forested waterIs anything being done to avert
discover cancer raging in their bodies,
sheds. But a fourth consecutive year of
calamity? [Yes, high-risk forests
we have choices to make where our
drought has pushed stream flows to all
desperately ill forests are concerned.
adjacent to some communities are
time lows. Less obvious is the amount
being thinned, but the pace of work is
We can fight or we can lie down and die.
of water that isn’t flowing because it is
very slow when compared to the
If the choice is to lie down and die,
being sucked up by millions of
catastrophic wildfire will do the rest,
urgency of the wildfire problem facing
drought-stressed trees that weren’t
just as surely as relentless
here a century ago. More
cancer claims its victims.
obvious is the fact that last
But if the choice is to fight,
winter was a non-event
restoration ecology—a
across the Southwest. At
relatively new science rooted
7,000-foot Flagstaff, where
in holistic principles—offers
three feet of snow is
hope for corralling
considered normal in
metastasizing wildfires
February, lawns were
that are devouring the
already greening up by
Southwest’s forests.
Washington’s Birthday.
Unlike most forest
Still worse, tree ring
management strategies,
research underway at the
which define themselves in
University of Arizona
per acre yields and the timesuggests that, for all the talk
cost of investor dollars,
about drought, the
restoration forestry seeks to
Southwest has actually been
recreate forest conditions
in a wet period for the last
and biological processes that
211 years—and may soon
were prevalent during a
re-enter a prolonged dry
particular period of natural
spell. By comparing the
history. And no one who
distance between rings—
is familiar with what
wider spacing indicates
Southwest forests looked like
more robust tree growth
150 years ago should be
brought on by above normal
surprised to learn that a
rainfall—scientists have
great many people would
concluded there have been
like to recreate that look.
four prolonged wet-dry
Among them: Dr. David
cycles over the last 2,129
Garrett, former dean of the
years. Wet cycles have
Northern Arizona University
averaged 225 years in
School of Forestry. Now
length, so the region may
well be approaching the
retired, Dr. Garrett is
end of a fourth such period
campaigning for massive
and the beginning of a fifth
restoration projects in
dry spell: average length
Arizona, New Mexico and
339 years.
Colorado—projects so large
[Top] Dr. David Garrett and his wife, Pam. Dr. Garrett, former dean of the
The last dry period,
they
would engulf entire
Northern Arizona University School of Forestry, is campaigning for massive forest
1399-1790, caused the
national
forests spanning
restoration projects in Arizona, New Mexico and Colorado. [Bottom] Aftermath of
widespread abandonment of
multiple river drainages now
the Viveash Fire in New Mexico’s Santa Fe National Forest: the denuded trees
agriculturally advanced
reveal a forest far too dense to survive the impact of wildfire.
threatened by the extraIndian settlements in six
ordinarily high risk of
locales—thriving and
catastrophic wildfire.
hundreds of western communities]
increasingly populous communities
“We have sufficient scientific data to
Can anything be done to pull forests
that drew domestic and irrigation
proceed with large-scale restoration,”
back from the brink of fiery disaster?
water from rivers and streams during
the ever-impatient Dr. Garrett said in a
[Yes, but not without controversy. Some
the previous 375-year wet period.
recent interview. “We need to get
environmentalists say thinning dense
Packing up and moving on is no
started soon or we are going to lose
forests is nothing more than an excuse
longer an option in the Southwest,
large chunks of the Southwest for
to resuscitate a nearly dead logging
now the nation’s fastest growing
hundreds of years to come.”
industry. In an opinion piece he wrote
region. And if polling data is any
Unlike most scientists, whose
last March for the Arizona Republic,
indication, most living here have no
reputations rest on the quality of their
Phoenix attorney Charles Babbitt, a
interest in standing idly by while
research, Dr. Garrett’s reputation is that
member of both the Southwest Forest
forests they love and depend on burn
of a builder, an idea man. NAU’s lavish
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main reason, though overgrazing, high
new forestry school was constructed
stretching a mile into the sky. Now
grading in big trees and, more recently,
imagine that this massive wood block is
during his tenure and, though often at
the absence of an aggressive thinning
odds with faculty members who resisted
made up of trees that in their lifetimes
program, have also contributed to the
his more disciplined Forest Service
will never grow much bigger around
situation. Before the downfall, low
than a saucer. The big ones will be
approach to research, he is widely
intensity ground fires, carried by
credited with having pushed the school
dinner-plate size.
abundant grasses, occurred on three to
to the forefront in restoration research.
Perhaps more meaningful are the
ten year intervals, clearing away
astonishing visuals that burst from field
Now he wants to make certain that it
accumulating debris in countless two to
escapes the theoretical confines of its
studies Dr. Garrett has conducted on
100-acre meadows. Ground litter
laboratory beginnings. And he has again
three southwestern national forests
averaged one to three tons per acre.
since 1995: the Lincoln near Ruidoso,
enlisted the help of some very powerful
Today, the meadows are
friends who helped him
gone, ground litter averages
turn NAU’s forestry school
ten to 30 tons per acre and
into a research powerhouse.
most wetlands and springs
Among them: Senators Jon
have been sucked dry by
Kyl, Arizona and Pete
sickly drought-stricken
Domenici, New Mexico.
pines. Biological diversity is
Also, a cadre of state and
a fraction of what it was
county officials—elected
when water and sunlight
and appointed—who are
powered pine-accented
demanding a larger say in
meadows. It is the same in
the fate of the region’s
higher elevation mixed
national forests.
confer forests and in pinyon“I like the pre-settlement
juniper woodlands.
forest condition restoration
The scene repeats itself in
forestry advocates because it
the North Kaibab. Dr. Garrett
pushes us away from valuereports that, despite the
laden societal goals written
harvest of 1.4 billion board
into environmental law over
feet of timber from the area
the last 50 or so years,” he
between 1900 and 1993,
explains. “Though wellcontinuing forest growth
intended, these laws don’t
exceeded losses from both
give us the flexibility needed
logging and tree mortality.
to cope with present forest
In the absence of frequent
conditions. If we can agree
ground fires, which probably
that the biophysical
killed 90 percent of all
character of pre-settlement
seedlings before they were
forests is a desirable goal,
knee high, saplings
then I’m here to tell you we
eventually overran most
have the knowledge and the
Kaibab meadows and
tools necessary to re-create
wetlands. And stand density
that system, or at least
in trees of all sizes continues
something very close to it.”
to increase. In trees smaller
While optimistic about
than six inches in diameter
restoration’s possibilities,
density has increased from
he concedes the public may
107 per acre in 1910 to more
resist removing the number
[Top] Hiram “Doc” Smith is program liason officer for Northern Arizona
than 900 today. And in trees
of trees that would have to
University’s Ecological Restoration Institute. “I have been to most of the big
larger than six inches,
be harvested to recreate the
dances,” he says of his 35 years with the Forest Service, many of them spent
density has increased from
precise character of preon fire lines. [Bottom] This is the old superintendent’s house at Fort Valley 45 per acre to 115.
settlement forests. “We’re
the oldest forestry experimental station in the U.S. It was founded in 1908.
Concurrently, the
talking about removing half
average number of acres
the trees from some forests,
burned annually in the Southwest has
more in others,” he says. “Fifty percent
New Mexico, the Kaibab north of
may be too much for the public to
increased from 7,000 to 98,600 acres
Flagstaff, and the Apache-Sitgreaves in
tolerate, but at the very least annual
since 1930. And the trend lines suggest
Arizona’s White Mountains. All three
harvest has to exceed annual growth.
the situation will continue to deterforests are very popular tourist
Otherwise, we’re only perpetuating the
iorate until forest restoration work
destinations. Each has undergone
current condition.”
begins in earnest.
profound change over the last century.
It is easy to get lost in statistics that
“Nature and the public are on a
On the Lincoln National Forest, Dr.
quantify the amount of wood that is
collision course in these forests,” Dr.
Garrett reports ponderosa stand density
being added to forests in the Southwest
Garrett observes. “We are either going to
has increased from 20 to 50 trees per
every year. Imagine a solid block of
remove some trees or Nature will do it for
acre in 1900 to 180 to 220 trees per acre
wood the dimensions of a football field
us. If we do the restoration we can control
today. Suppression of wildfire is the
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This ponderosa pine thicket [left] in New Mexico’s Monument Canyon Natural Area hides seven large ponderosas that are slowly dying, but could be saved if the ti
ponderosa pine stand in the Fort Valley Experimental Forest, which has been thinned and repeatedly burned or compare it to the even larger grove [right] we ph ot

the outcome. If nature does it, we can’t.”
It is the same on the ApacheSitgreaves National Forest. Dr. Garrett
reports an astounding 500 percent
increase in the number of trees four to
20 inches in diameter—from an average
25 to 50 trees per acre in 1900 to an
average 314 per acre today. But there
has been a 50 percent decline in trees
over 20 inches in diameter—a fact he
says argues persuasively for a forest
restoration.
“The public benefits twice,” he
explains. “In the near term the high risk
of catastrophic wildfire is reduced and
in the longer term natural systems that
drove these forests for eons repair
themselves. If we want to protect
watersheds, recreation areas and
wildlife habitat we have no choice but to
remove some trees.”
But there is a caveat. Reducing
forest stand density to a point where
community safety and forest recovery
are assured—to a point where wildfire
can reassume its more natural role—is
going to require the presence of a wood
manufacturing complex large enough
and sophisticated enough to
manufacture and market the fiber.
“We have to get the wood out of
forests or we do nothing to alleviate the
risk of fire or the spread of insects and
diseases,” Dr. Garrett explains. “I know
the presence of industry is controversial
for some, but we can’t expect taxpayers
to pick up the tab for restoration. We
need to recruit businesses that can buy
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the fiber, remove it from forests and
profit by turning it into products
consumers will buy. If we aren’t willing
to accept this kind of industry then we
have to accept the consequences of
catastrophic wildfire.”
Not everyone who supports
restoration is anxious to see new life
breathed into the region’s nearly dead
forest products industry, but Dr. Garrett
does not see an alternative. “Some have
suggested the industry could be
temporarily revived, but I don’t see it.
Once restored, Southwest forests will
need to be thinned in perpetuity or
stand density will again quickly
increase. Some argue that we can
control density with prescribed fire, but
I think the amount of fire needed to do
this region-wide would generate an
unacceptable volume of smoke. Fire is a
good tool, but I suspect you’ll see it
used in combination with a thinning
program designed to perpetuate a
diverse multi-aged forest.”
The rubber meets the road west of
Flagstaff at the Fort Valley Experimental
Station. Scientists from the widely
regarded Ecological Restoration
Institute are working with community
groups, testing a variety of thinning and
controlled burning techniques to
determine which ones best approximate
the natural processes that are thought
to have produced the forests thousands
of pioneers found so captivating. At
issue is the number of trees that must
be removed from stagnating ponderosa

pine forests to nudge a natural restart of
biological processes that drove these
ecosystems for eons before European
settlement began—before grazing, fire
suppression, logging and community
development combined forces to
profoundly alter first the structure and
subsequently the vitality of the region’s
forests. Most restoration ecologists agree
that more than half the standing trees in
the region’s forests must be removed,
without regard to their size; but many
environmentalists who support thinning
question whether the restoration must
include so many trees—and adamantly
oppose removing trees larger than 14
inches in diameter.
Fort Valley is the oldest forestry
experimental station in the United States.
What better place to solve forestry’s
Rubic’s Cube—that seemingly
unfathomable convergence of collapsing
forests, emerging science, political
calculus, lost milling infrastructure, new
market opportunity and gut-wrenching
emotion.
The station was established in 1908,
just three years after the Forest Service
was founded. Its’ assigned task was to
figure out why the region’s then wide
open ponderosa pine forests were not
producing very many seedlings. By 1919,
nature delivered the answer in the form of
a wet spring and a heavy seed crop—an
alignment of the stars that scientists
would later determine occurs only once
every 50 years. Most of the trees standing
in Southwest forests today—even those
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e ticket were thinned. This area has never been logged. In the absence of frequent fire it grew this dense by itself. Compare this thicket to the [center photo]
h otographed on the Santa Fe National Forest in 1999.

that are no bigger around than your
wrist—germinated in 1919 or 1920.
The Institute, which is housed at
Northern Arizona University’s College of
Ecosystem Science and Management, is
directed by Dr. Wally Covington, an early
proponent of restoration forestry and one
of the first forest scientists in the country
to speak out about the plight of forests in
the Interior West. Environmentalists were
so enraged by his 1993 presentation at a
forest health conference in Spokane,
Washington that they took out a full-page
advertisement in the Spokesman Review
declaring, in a banner headline, “Where
There’s Smoke There’s Liars.” They
subsequently dubbed his Fort Valley
research “Wally’s World,” after National
Lampoon’s “Vacation” movie.
“I try not to pay much attention to
them,” he said in a February interview in
Flagstaff. “It’s strange. Forest restoration’s
main goal is to increase biological
diversity in forests. You would think
environmentalists would favor it. Many do,
but there is a very vocal minority that
doesn’t. Instead they argue that the
science is bogus and that our projects are
designed to disguise logging. It’s
unfortunate they’re so misguided.”
In addition to being a fine scientist,
Dr. Covington is, in his words, “a life-long
environmentalist.” Proof of his assertion
would seem to lie in the fact that he was
fired from his first job for organizing a
rally in celebration of the first Earth Day.
But his life underwent something of a sea
change after the Spokane conference. He

wrote an article for the prestigious
Journal of Forestry in which he suggested,
for a second time, that the West’s forests
were in big trouble. But he added a kicker,
noting that the thinnings he advocated
would produce a significant supply of
wood for struggling Southwest mills.
“I got a lot of establishment support
for writing the piece,” he recalls. “But [he
says only partly in jest] the real curse
came in the form of widespread timber
industry support for forest restoration!”
These days Dr. Covington’s main
concern is that the public will confuse
fuels management—thinning and
burning to create firebreaks around
communities—with forest restoration.
“Fuels management is certainly an
important and necessary safety measure
where property and lives are at risk, but
restoration forestry is a much different
and far more complex proposition,” he
explained. “We begin with the evolutionary history of the land, assess its
carrying capacity and answer the question,
‘What’s sustainable?’ Then, to create a
more sustainable landscape, you depart
from the current unsustainable condition
to get what you need—hiding cover for
wildlife, increased plant diversity, a
decrease in the presence of insects or
pathogens, increased natural reproduction
in ponderosa pine, more meadows or
better balance in the ages of trees that are
present. The departure, or treatment, may
involve controlled burning or thinning or
a combination of the two.”
Despite his reputation for meticulous

research, Dr. Covington readily concedes
that forest restoration does not demand
the precise re-engineering of presettlement forest conditions that in recent years
have been the focal point of so much
discussion in scientific and popular
literature.
“We just have to be in the ballpark,” he
explained. “Treating sick forests is a
lot like treating sick people. Normally,
bodies—and forests—can heal themselves if the infection or disease is treated.
But when human and natural systems are
totally out of whack greater intervention
is necessary. Restoration forestry is that
greater intervention. It is designed to
give forests a fighting chance at natural
recovery.”
Dr. Covington’s first large scale forest
restoration work began in 1995 at Mount
Trumble in the Uinkaret Mountains north
of Flagstaff. Working in concert with
Institute colleagues, the federal Bureau of
Land Management and the Arizona Game
and Fish Department, he laid out four test
plots in which tree density was reduced by
varying amounts. But before the plots
could be burned, years of accumulated
debris had to be hand-raked away from the
bases of old trees that were left behind as
a future seed source. Had debris not
been pulled away from the trees, the
burn would have quickly eaten its way
through the duff layer and into the root
structure, killing the trees. After the
sites were burned, sophisticated
computer models capable of replicating
crown fire behavior were used to
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determine which plots might best survive
a wind-driven wildfire. Not surprisingly,
thinned stands fared much better than
untreated control stands. Flame lengths
were reduced from 38 to 11 feet, Btu’s per
square foot fell from 1,780 to 673 and only
20 percent of the forest canopy was burned
versus 68 percent in control stands.
At Fort Valley, the thinning-controlled
burn combination has produced the same
positive result and the same negative
outcry from environmentalists who
support “Zero Cut,” a Sierra Club initiative
aimed at ending all harvesting in national
forests, including restoration forestry. As
if on cue, one spokeswoman labeled
Dr. Covington’s early Fort Valley tests
“clearcuts” and said the site had been
“nuked.” But in fact hundreds of trees
were left behind to seed the next forest.
Moreover, the remaining stand does hold
about the same number of trees it would
have held before European settlement
began. If anything, Dr. Covington and his
colleagues erred on the side of caution,
leaving behind a forest that still contains
too many trees.
But the work continues despite wild
exaggeration and administrative
appeals that delayed the project for two
years. Credit the recently renamed
Greater Flagstaff Forests Partnership,
formerly the Grand Canyon Forests
Partnership, a collaboration which draws
participation from local conservation
groups, local, county, state and federal
government agencies, the Flagstaff
Chamber of Commerce, several fire
departments, the Institute and remnants
of northern Arizona’s logging industry.
The partnership has been at the forefront
in more than 20 different restoration
projects—all in the Fort Valley area. In
one test plot 80 percent of the trees were
removed, creating a park-like setting that
virtually eliminated the risk of standreplacing wildfire and led to an early
increase in plant diversity—thanks to the
presence of sunlight for the first time in
perhaps 50 years.
Another thinning proved its mettle in
June when an approaching wildfire simply
died out before it could cross the open tree
stand into a neighboring subdivision.
“Ninety percent of the environmentalists we work with support this
work,” says Brian Cottam, the partnership’s coordinator. “We may disagree
amongst ourselves about some of the finer
points, but conceptually we are all on the
same page. We are engaged in every aspect
of restoration: coordination with other
groups, project planning, small wood
utilization and public outreach. Our

This ponderosa pine stand on the Coconino National Forest was thinned using a management prescription d
of the Ecological Restoration Institute at Northern Arizona University. On seeing the result, radical environm e

partners are working their guts out to
make this work because for them
catastrophic wildfire is an unacceptable
alternative.”
But like the rest of the restoration
projects now underway in the Southwest,
the Fort Valley tests are subsidized in total
by the federal government. And like
everyone else involved in restoration
initiatives, Mr. Cottam longs for the day
when the work can pay for itself through
the sale of logs and other wood residues.
Numerous entrepreneurial ventures
are being incubated (again with federal
funds) in both Arizona and New Mexico.

“We are well aware that the nation’s
spending priorities changed in the
aftermath of last September’s World Trade
Center tragedy,” he says. “It is clear we
don’t have a long time in which to turn
federally subsidized restoration into the
bustling small business havens we believe
it can be.”
But getting wood fiber to flow
smoothly and efficiently into brutally
competitive and increasingly global
markets is difficult without sawmills—and
there are only three milling companies of
appreciable size left in the region. Rio
Grande Forest Products at Espanola, New

n developed by Dr. Wallace Covington, one of the most respected forest ecologists in the world and director
m entalists from Flagstaff called it “a clearcut” and said the stand had been “nuked.” You decide.

Mexico still buys federal timber when it
can. But the Southwest’s two tribal-owned
companies, White Mountain Apacheowned Fort Apache Timber Company and
Mescalero Apache owned Mescalero Forest
Products processes only tribal timber.
Worse, the region’s only paper mill,
Canadian owned Abitibi, does not buy any
wood fiber locally. Instead, it rails recycled
pulp from British Columbia to its
Snowflake, Arizona mill. The mill, built in
the 1960s by Southwest Forest Industries,
was for many years a major purchaser of
small diameter logs and mill residues, but
when Abitibi came to town it converted

the plant to recycle-only operation. Rumor
also has it that the company did not want
to invest the estimated $100 million it
would have taken to bring the mill back
into compliance with stricter air and water
quality regulations. Others familiar with
the situation say the company would have
made the investment if it could have
struck a long-term fiber supply agreement
with the federal government.
“Perceived size is a problem,” concedes
Hiram “Doc” Smith, a 35-year Forest
Service veteran and the Institute’s
program liason officer. “Even among
people who support restoration forestry

there is a concern for limiting its scope to
prevent large-scale forest products
manufacturing from regaining a foothold.
To overcome this fear, we are moving
slowly rebuilding public confidence as we
go. But the time is fast approaching when
we are going to have to get serious
about building sufficient manufacturing
capacity to process and market the
wood that restoration will produce.
Taxpayers aren’t going to foot this bill
forever, nor should they.”
Mr. Smith’s multi-faceted career made
him the perfect choice to be Institute
liason officer. He has been a district ranger,
a smokejumper and a fire incident commander. And just two years ago he earned
an MA is forest ecology at Northern.
Though he fondly recalls his early years
in the Forest Service, when Fortune
magazine declared the agency and the
United States Marine Corps to be the two
most admired organizations in the
country, he can just as easily rattle off the
names of more than 80 plant species that
thrive in Fort Valley thinnings. And he is
plainly excited when he spies birds,
butterflies, beetles, squirrels and mice
settling in amid the woody rubble
restoration creates.
“I have been to most of the big dances,”
he says of his years on the front lines of
some of the West’s biggest wildfires. “And
I can tell you that restoration forestry is a
lot more fun and a lot more productive
than picking up the pieces after a big fire.”
Like Dr. Covington, Mr. Smith frets
about federally imposed constraints on the
location and size of restoration projects
and on the size of trees that can be
removed.
“We aren’t removing enough trees to
meaningfully alter wildfire behavior,” he
says. “We may say we’re improving forests,
helping the economy and protecting
homes but in many instances we aren’t.
I understand the need to accommodate as
many differing points of view as possible,
but limiting the scale of restoration and
the size of trees that can be removed does
little for forests or the economy. Many
people believe Southwest forests suffer
from an overabundance of little trees, but
the fact is that we have too many trees of
every size except the very largest. If we
want more big trees in our forests, and if
we want to significantly reduce the risk of
catastrophic wildfire, we have to thin the
whole forest, not just the smallest trees.”
Marlin Johnson concurs, though he
sees the situation in a slightly different
light. Mr. Johnson, who has also been with
the Forest Service for more than 30 years,
is Assistant Director of Forestry for the
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A logger stands amid the rubble in a federally funded fuels reduction project behind several rural homes near Albuquerque, New Mexico.

agency’s Albuquerque-based Southwestern
Region.
“Treating or thinning trees of all sizes
without regard to diameter limits is vitally
important for two reasons,” he explains.
“First, we do a better job of reducing the
risk of catastrophic wildfire. But second,
and maybe even more important, we leave
a more ecologically diverse forest in place.
That’s the future.”
But it may be that the most practical if
not politically appealing reason for
thinning trees of all sizes and ages lies
hidden in the fact that adding some larger
more valuable trees to each project
transforms publicly subsidized restoration
into a paying proposition. This according
to a recently completed New Mexico study
conducted by two University of Montana
researchers, forest ecologist Carl Fiedler
and forest economist Charles Keegan.
The study, titled “A Strategic
Assessment of Fire Hazard in New
Mexico,” indicates that comprehensive
forest treatment—treatments in which
tree diameter limits are not imposed—
net $8 per acre after logging and haul
costs are paid. By contrast, removing all
trees nine inches in diameter or smaller
requires a $439 per acre taxpayer
subsidy, while imposing a diameter limit
of 16 inches costs taxpayers $368 per acre.
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Simple multiplication yields a
staggering taxpayer burden. In New Mexico
alone nearly four million acres are said to
be at high risk of crown fire. Add another
million acres for Arizona. Worse, in the two
states one million more lie within the
urban interface and need immediate
treatment. Now multiply: 6,000,000 x $439
per acre = $2.63 billion. That’s for the
Southwest alone. Pocket change compared
to the cost of pulling the entire west out of
the frying pan: $32 billion, based on Dale
Bosworth’s estimate that 73 million
western acres are at risk. Mr. Bosworth is
Chief of the U.S. Forest Service.
After the disastrous 2000 fire season,
Congress appropriated $2 billion-plus for
mop up work, fuels reduction, and to train
and equip a larger firefighting force—not
quite as much as the estimated cost of
urban interface fuels management in
Arizona and New Mexico alone. No wonder
so many federal budget watchers think
Messrs. Keegan and Fiedler are on to
something. Their more comprehensive
thinning approach—which is similar to
Dr. Covington’s restoration vision—turns
a west wide $32 billion taxpayer subsidy
into a $500 million net gain. It also
tracks with Fort Valley research showing
that thinning reduces the future risk of
crown fires by 69 percent when, as the

New Mexico study suggests, the treatment includes trees of all sizes.
But not all of Dr. Covington’s
colleagues see forest restoration as an end
unto itself. Mike Wagner, who directs
research in NAU’s 50,000-acre Centennial
Forest, sees restoration as more of a
reference point than a destination.
“At Fort Valley and in the Centennial
Forest we can see what was here in the
Southwest hundreds of years ago,” he
begins. “But it is very important to
remember that the old trees these forests
hold are products of a completely
different set of environmental conditions
than are present today. We can’t re-create
all those conditions, but we can go
forward. We can manage these forests in
ways that produce a wide variety of
societal benefits, including commercially
valuable timber. But we need to quickly
address the fact that southwestern forests
are so dense and so sick that seedling
reproduction is abysmal. We have tons of
four to eight-inch trees and tons of 14 to
20-inch trees, but too few trees over 30
inches in diameter and way too few
seedlings. A comprehensive thinning
program, with no limits on tree diameter,
is the only way out of this mess—and the
only way we can add much needed
biological diversity to our forests.”
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Highly automated harvesting systems like this one are very effective thinning tools, but they are very expensive to operate.

Professor Wagner is beyond doubt one
of NAU’s most plainspoken scientists, a fact
that he concedes periodically raises
eyebrows among his more reserved
colleagues. Most recently, he found himself
on the outs with restoration ecologists for
suggesting in a Journal of Forestry article
that restoration could promise no more
ecological benefit than traditional thinning
and burning programs that have been
around for many years.
“The common reference point in the
Southwest is the pre-European settlement
period of roughly 1860 to the 1880s, or 60
to 80 years after a 400-year dry period,” he
wrote (together with three colleagues).
“The climate that created this popular
reference condition may never be
repeated, so why should we assume that
a past forest structure is better suited to
the much different climate that exists
today? Add uncertain global climate
change and Pacific (El Nino) decadal
oscillations, and recreating forest
structure to reflect a unique historical
climate seems of dubious value.”
“The article caused quite a stir,”
Professor Wagner chuckles. “But I think
we’ve been forgiven. I don’t doubt that
restoration prescriptions that lower stand
density and bring fire back into the
equation are desirable. The question is not

whether ecological restoration is good for
ecosystems but rather, is it marginally
better than other options available to
improve ecosystem health. Rather than
spending taxpayer money focusing on
forest conditions that are in part products
of weather patterns we can’t possibly
replicate, let’s focus on producing tangible
benefits the public will recognize and
support: clean air, clean water, abundant
wildlife habitat, beautiful vistas, and a
forward-looking forest products manufacturing complex that can prosper
without taxpayer subsidy.”
Whether the public endorses full
restoration—which would indeed entail the
removal of significant numbers of trees—or
one or more less intrusive variations of it is
not nearly as important as the more
fundamental choice to be made: catastrophic fire or science-based management.
Polling data leaves no doubt about the fact
that, in the Southwest at least, the public
has already rejected wildfire. But these are
national forests, and many Americans,
particularly those living in cloistered urban
environs far from the fallout and confusion,
are strong supporters of the Sierra Club’s
“Zero Cut” initiative.
“We have many more options to choose
from than the hopelessness that ‘Zero Cut’
infers,” observes Dr. Marty Moore,

Executive Director of the Environmental
Economic Communities Organization, a
coalition of northern Arizona counties that
is incubating several entrepreneurial wood
manufacturing ventures. “The cookiecutter solutions that characterized
western land management for generations
are no longer publicly acceptable. But
we’re dealing with a very complex set of
environmental and economic variables
that aren’t easily reduced to the kinds of
six-second sound bites that have dominated the airwaves and print media since
the Rodeo-Chediski broke out.”
“Fortunately, many in Congress do
understand and are very supportive of our
collaborative initiatives.”
The ironies in history are impossible to
ignore: the need to corral wildfire, just as
earlier generations did; the need for vibrant
communities, no less an imperative now
than it was a hundred years ago; and
overriding all of it, a national worry about
the future of public forests that is not
unlike that which led to creation of the
first national forests more than a hundred
years ago, when men like Edward Beale
and C.E. Dutton first laid eyes on the
West’s future.
Dr. Moore flashes his trademark smile.
“In a very real sense we are the Southwest’s
new pioneers.”
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“The police and sheriff cars were broadcasting by megahorn to ‘EVACUATE IMMEDIATELY.’ I grabbed some of my
photos and filled up a backpack with books and Susan’s
collection of Chinese antique teapots and my autographed
pictures of Babe Ruth, Honus Wagner, Lou Gehrig and Ty
Cobb and shoved as many CD ROMs into the backpack as I
could and grabbed the Lou Gehrig sculpture and some of
my ‘hero’ photos with Colin Powell and took off back down
the hill in Susan’s car.
“The roadblock [person] wanted to know where I had
come from and I told her I had just come back from
Phoenix. [She] hurriedly said, ‘OK,’ and waived me through,
as about a dozen fire and emergency vehicles were trying to
get up Copper Basin.
“A sheriff’s car came by and the deputy saw me and

screamed at me through the mega-horn to ‘get the hell out of
here. Where did you come from?’ He told me to get in the car.
I did, and he took off, letting me know that I was causing a
real problem and that if he saw me in the quarantined area
again he might shoot me. I did not doubt it.
“We will continue to work on the biomass and small tree
initiatives, which seem so insufficient after witnessing a fire.
This one is not out as yet, but they say that it ‘only’ burned
about 1,200 acres. The Forest Service is predicting ‘many
potential’ fires this year of 100,000 acres or more.”
Bob Hennkens, Prescott, Arizona; excerpted from an e-mail
note to colleagues after a May 15 wildfire nearly overran
both the town and his neighborhood.

The New Pioneers
By Jim Petersen
Editor, Evergreen Magazine
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t has been a god-awful fire season
in the Southwest. Just ask Bob
Hennkens. [See above] Mr. Hennkens
nearly lost his home in Prescott last
May when a firestorm driven by 50 mile
an hour winds veered close to his
neighborhood.
“The fire moved north, east and west
of Prescott on a 41-mile front,” he
recalls. “Had it started at nine in the
morning instead of three in the
afternoon our beautiful and historic
community would now be history and I
would be talking to you from someplace
else. As it was, it burned down the
‘Welcome to Prescott’ sign before the
wind shifted. We were very, very lucky.”
Pick a day. Any day this summer will
do. Go to the Forest Service’s National
Fire News website www.nifc.gov/fir einfo/
nfn.html/ . You can pick any state you
want and get a complete briefing.
Simply click on “Morning Report.”
Today, August 24, things are blessedly
quiet again in the Southwest forests.
Light rain is forecast. But all hell has
broken loose in blazing hot Southwest
Oregon. The Biscuit Fire has now
burned through over 492,000 acres of
heavy timber. Winter rains are still 60
days away. An eternity. By then, it will
have eclipsed Arizona’s 468,638-acre
Rodeo-Chediski Fire. This morning’s
report: 6,775 are manning fire lines,
including 32 elite Type 1 teams. Also on

Graham County Commissioner Mark Herrington
terms federal inaction “morally wrong.”

the lines: 35 helicopters, 251 fire
engines and 91 bulldozers. Cost to
taxpayers to date: $98.7 million. They
are on high alert in Cave Junction,
Selma, O’Brien and Agness, ready to
evacuate on a moment’s notice. Most
who lived in Gasquet have already fled.
Like Pentagon briefings in the War
on Terrorism, these Morning Reports
have become standard fare in the
nation’s escalating War on Wildfire. But
they do not begin to tell all there is to
know about what is happening in
western national forests.

You won’t learn anything about
Gordon West’s furniture factory in an
old pleasure palace in Santa Clara, New
Mexico. Or Steve Hall’s innovative
biomass venture on the old Southwest
Forest Industries sawmill site at Eagar,
Arizona. Or Rob Davis’ bustling wood
pellet plant in nearby Show Low.
You also won’t learn anything about
Phil Archuletta’s ingenious process for
making highway signs from an extruded
blend of juniper sawdust and recycled
milk cartons ground into pellets not
much larger than the head of a pin. For
that you will have to tour the converted
pinto bean processing plant down the
street from his sign business in
Mountainair, New Mexico.
And you won’t discover how it is that
the tragic fire that nearly destroyed Bob
Hennkens’ house in Prescott turned out
to be a fortuitous event, for as you will
soon learn, Mr. Hennkens is an advisor
to the Federal Laboratory Consortium.
He is currently up to his armpits in
enzyme-based bio-fuel research. Where
we see blazing infernos and senseless
loss, he sees energy independence for a
strategically vulnerable nation that lost
its innocence last September 11.
If anything good comes of fervent
hopes for saving the Southwest’s forests
from fiery ends it will be because
visionaries like Bob Hennkens, Gordon
West, Steve Hall, Rob Davis and Phil
Archuletta figure out how to profit from
manufacturing and marketing products
made from low quality, small diameter
trees that are choking the region’s

Former trucker Steve Hall has high hopes for his
biomass-fueled power plant. The facility sits
on the old Stone Forest Industries sawmill
site at Eagar, Arizona.
Jim Petersen
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Bill Maxon. “Ours is a multi-agency,
multi-level, action oriented forum for
addressing the region’s most critical
environmental problems. Our job is to
get things done.”
To marshal and redirect problemsolving expertise that is often buried
deep inside government agencies, the
organization is divided into ten
stakeholder task forces that work
collaboratively across all levels of
government. Among them: National
Fire Plan implementation, rangeland
management, community develop-
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national forests to death.
There are perhaps 50 such
businesses operating in Arizona and
New Mexico today: small entrepreneurial ventures full of hope kept
afloat for now by public and private
sector grants, government-backed low
interest loans or both. Given the
enormity of the Southwest’s forest
calamity there is room for at least 20
times as many small-wood ventures in
the two states, plus a few large ones.
The fact that there aren’t more
underscores the uncertain future of
forest restoration, the scarcity of
private capital for high-risk
ventures, and the fact that once
cloistered U.S. wood markets are
now both global and mercilessly
competitive.
But make no mistake. The
political stranglehold that radical
environmentalists have held in the
West’s national forests for nearly 20
years may soon be broken in the
Southwest. Credit two ships that did
not pass each other in the night.
First, the bipartisan union of
Arizona and New Mexico political
leaders that led to the formation of a
top level federal-state partnership
called the Southwest Strategy; and
second, the emergence of several
very determined county-level
coalitions committed to restoring
rural economies devastated by the
Clinton-era collapse of the federal
timber sale program. Minus these
extraordinary events, there would be
no talk about biomass-to-energy
power plants or furniture factories
or signs made from junk wood and
old milk cartons. Nor would there
be plans on the drawing board for
a new paper mill at Belen, south of
Albuquerque. And the Ribelin’s—
one of Arizona’s most successful
logging families—would not be
thinking about building a new highspeed small-log sawmill at Flagstaff.
The Southwest Strategy, created in
1998 under the aegis of the Secretaries
of Interior, Agriculture and the Deputy
Undersecretary of Defense for Environmental Security, brings together 11
federal agencies, both state governments and the region’s Indian tribes.
The goal: develop legally defensible,
science-based strategies for restoring
and protecting the region’s forests,
woodlands and related cultural
resources.
“We are a triage unit of sorts,” says
Southwest Strategy executive director
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New Mexico State Forester Toby Martinez is one of the
driving forces behind the success of community-based
collaborative forestry in the Southwest

ment, water issues, scientific information exchange and endangered
species streamlining.
Thanks to the cooperative, businesslike climate the Southwest Strategy has
created, community-based collaborative
forestry—an all too clinical name given
to the gut wrenching, bare-naked and
generally politically risky process of
replacing decades of distrust with
newfound consensus—is working.
There is a groundswell of conversation among people who are clearly
excited about rebuilding the region’s
wood processing and marketing
capacity—not in the likeness of the
oversized wood monster that chomped
through region’s forests for more than a

hundred years—but a new industry:
smaller, generally (though not always)
less labor and capital intensive, geared
to profit from a steady diet of small
diameter trees and sufficiently fleet of
foot to be able to weather here todaygone tomorrow wood fiber shortages
caused by shifting political winds or
activist judges who have the power to
nix Forest Service management plans.
“Reestablishing trust is our major
challenge,” says Dr. Marty Moore,
executive director of the much admired
Environmental Economic Communities
Organization [EECO], a St. Johns,
Arizona non-profit group
representing five rural counties
that are involved in a half dozen
collaborations in which local
governments, federal and state land
managers, Indian tribes, local
businesses and environmentalists
all have seats at the table.
“Our successes rest on a strong
shared willingness to shed
pretense,” Dr. Moore says of those
with whom EECO works. “There is
no posturing or politicking. We
work together on constructive ideas
for restoring forests and creating
the kinds of businesses that can
utilize small diameter wood fiber.”
It is widely believed that EECO
is filling a void created by environmental groups that have been less
than honest with the public about
the condition of their forests and
what can be done about it.
Dr. Moore concedes the point but
quickly adds that he works with
many environmentalists who share
EECO’s interest in incubating
businesses that can utilize small
diameter wood fiber.
“We’re not that far apart from
what I would call the new
environmentalists,” EECO board
chairman Ron Christensen observes.
“They see the same communities and
forests at risk that we see. We’re all
looking for constructive communitybased solutions that balance our
economic and environmental needs.”
Mr. Christensen, who is also
chairman of the Gila County board of
supervisors, and chairman of the
Public Lands Steering Committee for
the National Association of Counties,
believes organizations like EECO have
three to four years—and probably no
more—in which to create a framework
for developing community-level
solutions to federal land management
problems.

Jim Petersen

Gordon West, Santa Clara Woodworking, displays a beautiful high-back chair he fashioned from smalldiameter ponderosa pine no one else wanted. “I am a scavenger,” he says of the success of his New
Mexico venture. “You have to be in this part of the country or you aren’t likely to get any wood.”
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“Our country is facing
woody biomass power plant
some very expensive global
on the old Southwest Forest
challenges,” he observes.
Industries-Stone Forest
“Thanks to tremendous
Industries sawmill site just
support from the Arizona
west of the tiny northern
and New Mexico
Arizona community. 250
delegations we’ve been
Eagar area workers lost
successful in generating
their jobs when the collapse
startup funding for lots of
of the federal timber sale
different approaches to
program forced Stone to
forest restoration, but we
close the mill in 1999.
need to move quickly past
Stone made him a deal on
subsidies and into
the 133-acre site
businesses that can prosper
he could not refuse.
in our forests.”
“It is the perfect place
Fellow EECO directors
to build an energy park,” he
Pete Shumway and vice
explains. “We want to
chairman Mark Herrington
attract businesses engaged
share Mr. Christensen’s
in biomass-based research
belief that success rests on
and development. So the
plumbing the depths of
power plant becomes both a
county-federal cooperation,
revenue stream and a
on befriending federal
marketing tool.”
agencies while also holding
Mr. Hall learned his
them accountable.
biomass lessons the hard
“We are the unit of
way. He nearly went broke
government that is closest
hauling wood chips to a
to the ground and closest to
California biomass-fired
those whose livelihoods
power plant that filed for
depend on how well the
bankruptcy.
ground is managed,”
“The plant was too big
declares Mr. Shumway, a
for the available supply of
Navajo County supervisor.
fuel,” he says. “They went
“The land belongs to the
broke trying to haul wood
[Top] Malcolm Cajero, right, runs a portable sawmill for the Pueblo of
federal government but its
fiber farther than the price
Jemez. New Mexico staff forester Todd Haines helps him find logs
decisions impact local folks.
of power allowed for. It cost
including those in the background, salvaged from the Los Alamos Fire.
We cannot accept ‘No’ for an [Below] Former logger Ted Heath has been supervising a thinning
us a lot of money, but I
program at a Girl Scout camp north of Albuquerque. When we caught up
answer and we cannot
learned a valuable lesson:
with him he was inspecting burn piles with his dog, Dixie.
exclude anyone who wants
wood is heavy. You can’t
to work toward common
afford to haul it very far and
ground.”
expect to make a profit.”
EECO is exploring, none seems to
Mr. Herrington, who is chairman of
It is clear that Mr. Hall is not easily
generate greater enthusiasm than
Graham County’s board of supervisors,
discouraged. Despite nearly losing his
biomass utilization—the conversion
is even more direct. “We have said to
business, he quietly set about the task
of low quality wood fiber into energy.
the federal agencies, ‘We want to be
of learning all he could about biomass
“Most of the wood fiber that needs to
your partner, but if you don’t want to
energy development. The result is a
come out of our forests is of such poor
partner with us we are prepared to go
six-inch thick three-ring binder filled
quality no one wants to buy it,” explains
around you’.” The Forest Service fears
with government reports, newspaper
Dr. Moore. “We have to develop comenvironmentalist litigation more than it
clippings and research documents.
mercial markets for this material or
fears catastrophic fire. I say the agency
“Knowledge is our roadmap to an
forest restoration can’t go forward
has a larger mission and a larger public
exciting future,” he says of the binder.
without long-term federal subsidies,
that it needs to accommodate.”
No doubt it is, but Mr. Hall is also
which none of us want. Commercially
Doing nothing is not an option for
turning out to be an exceptionally
viable biomass technologies hold great
Mr. Herrington, who terms federal
skilled fundraiser. After negotiating a
potential for alleviating the West’s
inaction “morally wrong.” “Our
30-year buyout agreement with Stone,
worsening energy shortage while also
economies are so rural and so fragile. Our
he secured a $415,000 grant from the
reducing our dependence on air
communities are rooted in farming,
Forest Service to retrofit the old mill
polluting fossil fuels.”
ranching, mining and logging. We are not
boiler and add a turbine. Then he signed
In the hope of laying a proper
going to become hi-tech parks no matter
a $2.56 million power and technology
biomass foundation, EECO has
how hard we try. Nor can we survive on
transfer agreement with Arizona Public
partnered with Steve Hall, a former
the minimum-wage jobs that tourism
Service. Now the Department of
trucker who, with his family, owns
provides, and even if we could, tourism
Commerce, the Small Business AdminisEnvironmental Forest Solutions at
and persistent wildfire don’t mix.”
tration and the Department of Energy are
Eagar. Mr. Hall is erecting a small
Of all the partnership possibilities
on his call list.
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“You would be amazed
products and bio-energy
who is interested in what
projects he believes would
we are trying to do,” he
provide a significant
says with some satisfaction.
economic stimulus for an
One of them is President
estimated 23,000 rural
Bush, who shook hands
communities facing
with Mr. Hall during his
wildfire risks.
June 25 visit to Rodeo“I’m going to do
Chediski fire lines. “I
everything in my power to
looked him in the eye and
speed technology transfer to
told him we could not live
small entrepreneurial
like this,” Mr. Hall later
ventures that can help
said of his moment with
develop products made from
the President. “We
small diameter wood,
promised we would help
including chopsticks if
each other make some big
necessary,” he said in a
changes in forest policy.”
subsequent Evergreen
Another is Bob
interview. “We’re already
Hennkens. Mr. Hennkens
up to our armpits in
was nearly burned out of
environmental assesshis home by a May 16
ments. Now we need some
firestorm.
action to reduce the
While he is not the
wildfire risks these
President, he is clearly in
communities are facing.
a position to help Mr. Hall.
We’ve got to find mixes of
In his capacity as consultant
products and strategies
to the Federal Laboratory
that turn more of our
Consortium, Mr. Hennkens
adversaries into allies.”
spends his days ferreting
Few people are more
out possible commercial
skilled at turning
applications for governadversaries into allies than
ment-funded research.
New Mexico State Forester
Last year, the 711
Toby Martinez. Though he
laboratories he represents
refuses to take credit, he is
Talk about irony. A coal train made up of cars that once belonged to now long
filed nearly 3,800 patents.
undeniably the driving force
gone Southwest Forest Industries sits on a siding at Holbrook, Arizona,
Among them: promising
behind the Four Corners
destined for the furnaces at the coal-fired power plant at nearby Joseph City.
technologies for using
Meanwhile, less than an hour away, woody biomass—dead and dying trees no Sustainable Forests
enzymes—compounds
Partnership, a multi-state
bigger around than your forearm—choke what’s left of a forest near Pine Top.
produced in living cells
forest collaboration that
that are capable of
remains the largest such
producing chemical
project ever undertaken.
trucks, so that I could start over again,”
changes in organic substances—to
The partnership, which started in 1997,
digest cellulose, the carbohydrate
he says. “But if you stop to think about
takes its name from the geographic
it for a moment, Bob’s idea makes
that forms the cell walls in plants,
point where the borders of New Mexico,
including trees. Once digested,
perfect sense. The Forest Service is
Arizona, Colorado and Utah converge. It
research suggests cellulose can be
swimming in trees it can’t get rid of and
works in several venues: rural economic
the Department Energy wants to
reformed into a wide variety of
development, small wood utilization
compounds including bio-fuels.
diversify its energy portfolio for reasons
and marketing and community-based
“I’d like to see some of this research
of national security. Wouldn’t you think
forest restoration. Funded largely by the
advanced at Eagar,” Mr. Hennkens says.
they’d get together and talk about it?”
federal government, Four Corners has
“The location is perfect—close to major
Mr. Hennkens agrees, but unlike most
thus far disbursed funding to 39
laboratories and right in the middle of a
of us, who can only ask questions that
community-run demonstration
huge supply of fiber with tremendous
go unanswered, he has at his fingerprojects. Among them: Phil Archuletta’s
energy possibilities.”
tips the resources necessary to do
sign company at Mountainair and Rob
With Mr. Hennkens help, Mr. Hall’s
something meaningful about what is
Davis’ pellet plant at Show Low,
site is now in the running to be named
happening to the Southwest’s forests.
Arizona. Also, Gila WoodNet at Silver
a national demonstration site for the
And he intends to make the most of his
City, New Mexico and the Navajo tribe’s
federal Department of Energy. Such a
considerable network with both the
Hogan Project in northern Arizona.
designation would quickly transform the
Federal Laboratory Consortium and
“We are focused on developing
old Eagar mill site into an energy
the Department of Energy. As the
marketing solutions to the region’s
research park—a possibility that Mr. Hall
Rodeo-Chediski neared Show Low he
forest health problem,” says Mr.
admits strains even his imagination.
sent an e-mail note to several
Martinez. “Wood processing ventures
“I have to remind myself that not so
colleagues declaring his intent to
have to be sized so that they are in
long ago I was trying to sell 25 chip
aggressively promote bio-fuels, biosynch with the community and able
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was completed without a
to prosper in sustainably
hitch despite some hand
managed forests.”
wringing from Chaparral
It may sound easy, but
Council members who feared
Mr. Martinez will be the
thinning might despoil the
first to admit it is not.
camp.
“Scale is a problem,” he
“It’s understandable,” Mr.
concedes. “Even in
Haines says. “Most people have
communities where forest
no idea that this kind of work
restoration is popular,
can be done with so little
recruiting sufficient
visual impact. The nice thing
industry to deal with the
about the camp is that it is
problem is unpopular.
large enough to provide a
Everyone loves cottage
perpetual harvesting income
industries, but most still
stream for the scouts. This
resist the presence of larger
round of thinning generated
manufacturing plants. I
$120,000. That’s not bad.”
believe small-wood techDown the road at Jemez
nologies hold the answer.
Pueblo, Mr. Haines wears a
Rather than have one or
different hat. The state is
two large manufacturers we
trying to help the Pueblo of
may have 100 smaller ones,
Jemez market products milled
each utilizing a different
by a small portable sawmill
part of the tree.”
erected on an old landfill
To raise public
dumpsite. Malcolm Cajero,
awareness of the high risk
who runs the mill, explains
of catastrophic fire, Mr.
that the tribe has rejected
Martinez has turned to fire
gambling as a revenue source,
assessments—documents
and now hopes that its
that quantify the risk and
Walatowa Woodlands Initiative
forecast likely outcomes of
will generate sufficient revenue
stand-replacing wildfires.
to support a variety of tribal
Initially no one paid much
activities.
attention, but the Los
Walatowa, which means
Alamos Fire changed
Phil Archuletta, P&M Signs, Mountainair, New Mexico demonstrates his
“human” in the tribe’s native
everything. The May 2000
prototype extruder. Using a blend of finely ground juniper and pellets made
language, is funded in part by
conflagration began as a
from recycled plastic milk cartons he presses signs – including the Forest
the Four Corners partnership.
controlled burn set by the
Service ensign you see here.
The mill’s output, which is
National Park Service in the
harvested mainly from the
Bandelier National Monutribe’s 45,000 acres of forests and woodment south of Los Alamos. High winds
Unlike Arizona, which has little
lands, includes custom-cut timbers and
drove it northward across 47,000 acres. The
privately owned timberland, individuals and
beams, dimension lumber, firewood, peeled
Indian tribes own 41 percent of New
entire town was evacuated and 405 homes
poles, vigas, patio furniture and interwere destroyed before firefighters got it
Mexico’s 4.2 million acre timberland base.
locking sidewalk kits cut from scraps of
stopped.
The state employs a cadre of professional
wood. To boost employment on the reserforesters whose job it is to help landowners
“Good sometimes comes of great
vation, the tribe also contracts trucking and
tragedy,” Mr. Martinez says. “We seem to
cope with the risk of catastrophic wildfire.
restoration services for landowners.
move forward in the aftermath of big fires.
Reducing the risk generally means
“We do it all here,” Mr. Cajero says with
Los Alamos stimulated renewed comthinning—a process that requires a permit
a broad grin. “What can I sell you today?
munity interest in forest restoration.”
under the state’s forest practices act.
We deliver.”
To assist businesses interested in
“Our primary goal is to promote good
If Malcolm Cajero is a natural born
evaluating the wood manufacturing
forest stewardship,” says Todd Haines of the
salesman, then Gordon West is a natural
potential in New Mexico, Mr. Martinez’s
state’s forest practices act. Mr. Haines, a
born tinkerer. Very simply, he can make
staff is now utilizing forest inventory data
timber staff forester in the state’s Bernalillo
almost anything from practically nothing.
developed by the U.S. Forest Service, which
office, somewhat sheepishly admits that he
A visit to his small furniture factory at
has been monitoring growth, harvest and
used to try to scare neglectful landowners
Santa Clara, about four hours south of
mortality in the nation’s public and
with “horror stories” about wildfires.
Albuquerque, proves the point. Among
privately owned forests for nearly 50 years.
“It didn’t work,” he admits. “Now I
his creations, beautiful hand-crafted
“Companies interested in making
stress pride of ownership and get much
antique-style high back chairs cut from
investments in new wood manufacturing
better results. No private landowner wants
ponderosa pine no one else wanted.
to be thought of as not taking responsibility
facilities need hard numbers they can
“I am a scavenger,” he says. “You have
take to their bankers,” Mr. Martinez says.
for the land he buys.”
to be in this part of the country or you
“We try to show them in some detail what
Mr. Haines is particularly proud of work
aren’t likely to get any wood.”
he oversaw at a Girl Scout camp northwest
is out there that is available for purchase
Most of the furniture Mr. West has
and harvest.”
of Albuquerque. The 900-acre thinning
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turned out in his shop now
to test this summer on the
graces Bear Mountain Lodge,
Mill Project, assuming
a Nature Conservancy owned
extreme fire danger does not
bed and breakfast inn he
keep him out of the woods. He
renovated from an old
has also erected a metal
schoolhouse, outfitting it
building that will house his
with some 250 missiondebarking and chipping
style pieces including
operations. Over time, he
tables, bookcases, armoires,
hopes to incubate other
night stands and frames for
entrepreneurial ventures on
easy chairs, couches and
the six-acre industrial site.
bed frames, all beautifully
“Traditional lenders won’t
crafted from small
even look at this stuff,” he says
diameter ponderosa pine.
of his prototype operation. “It’s
“I guess we had the right
too theoretical. I think we’ve
pedigree,” he says. “You know,
scaled our equipment for
efficient operation, but grant
local, small business doing
forest restoration work,
monies will remain our
making nice things for people
lifeblood until we know that
the operation can sustain itself
to use and enjoy.”
In Mr. West’s neighborwithout subsidy. Meanwhile,
hood timber harvesting is
we’ll take what we can get.”
Phil Archuletta knows all
taboo, a result of the
presence of the Tucsonabout taking what you can get.
based Center for Biological
P&M Signs, his Mountainair,
New Mexico sign company
Diversity. The Center,
which has a long history of
has perfected an extruder that
litigating proposed Forest
can transform a steaming hot
blend of recycled milk
Service projects has scared
off most who might othercartons and finely ground
wise bring small-log
juniper wood into an all
weather sign.
milling technologies to the
South-west’s imploding
Armed with asbestos gloves,
rural economy. But they
tongs and dark goggles, he
Rob Davis, Forest Energy Corporation, Show Low, Arizona, turns low
have not scared off Mr.
happily demonstrates his
quality wood fiber into wood pellets and other products including cat litter
West.
invention to anyone who can
and animal bedding. Assuming public support for thinning he hopes to build
“We get along fine,” he
help promote it. And voila, it
other plants in New Mexico and Colorado.
says of his relationship with
works. As proof he offers free
the Center. “I take what they
samples: brown and yellow
give me and try to make something
Forest Service chevrons that are part of
making. The rest will go to other small
useful out of it. They really aren’t against
his strategy for prodding the agency into
wood ventures. Among them: a noncutting trees, but they oppose
profit pellet plant at Silver City that
buying his composite signs as replacecommodity-influenced forest
ments for the old growth redwood signs
helps low-income workers start
management.”
that were standard fare for decades.
businesses. On the strength of the
To overcome the Center’s resistance
plant’s social mission, the Ford
Mr. Archuletta clearly knows how
to commercialism, Mr. West incorthe political game is played. His office
Foundation gave WoodNet a $750,000
porated Gila WoodNet, a non-profit that
walls are lined with photographs
five-year grant to develop its chip supply.
searches for markets for by-products
“The Ford grant really raised our
showing him shaking hands with some
that forest restoration yields. Last
very important people he considers to
profile,” Mr. West says. “The comJanuary the organization received a
be his friends: Ronald Reagan, George
petition for this kind of money is fierce.”
$356,400 federal grant to restore Mill
It has also helped immeasurably at
W. Bush (I and II) and New Mexico Sen.
Project, a rundown 1,400-acre Gila
Pete Domenici to name only four. He
the Silver City/Grant County Economic
National Forest site 18 miles northwest
also appears to be extraordinarily
Development Corporation (SIGRED),
of Silver City. It has U.S. Sen. Jeff
which is the interface between WoodNet
patient, having already invested a
Bingaman to thank for its good
princely sum in a process that is just
and Ford.
fortune. The New Mexico Democrat
now able to turn out a single 12-inch
“Ford is clearly committed to our
authored the Community Forest
success,” say SIGRED assistant director
by 20-inch panel every five minutes.
Restoration Act, which funnels about
It took even longer before the Four
Judy Ward. “I do not doubt the sincerity
$5 million a year into the state for
Corners Sustainable Forests Partof their effort to help our community
collaborative forestry projects.
develop small businesses that can utilize
nership stepped forward with a grant to
Mr. West, who is also WoodNet
pay engineers at Sandia Laboratory in
the fiber forest restoration is producing.”
executive director, expects that just ten
Albuquerque to modify Mr. Archuletta’s
Mr. West is using the Ford grant—and
percent of Mill Project’s trees will be of
another from Four Corners—to develop a
prototype extruder. Now he says it is
sufficient quality to be used in furniture
time to ramp up.
miniaturized harvesting system he hopes
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“Independent materials testing
engineering firm that designs paper
fiberboard plants. But even among
confirms that the composite is a very solid
mills and a company that builds
environmentalists who favor forest
product,” says Mr. Archuletta, adding that
papermaking machines.
restoration support for the re-emergence
he believes the wood-plastic blend may
Forest industry analysts familiar with
of such large capital-intensive facilities is
outlast the conventional aluminum and
the Southwest say that national forest
at best lukewarm. No wonder then that
plywood-backed signs P&M builds by the
restoration cannot go forward without
one of Mr. Wilbert’s consultants says
thousands.
taxpayer subsidies unless sufficient new
that the availability of federal fiber will
not be a consideration in the final
“I’d like to build a composite assembly
manufacturing capacity can be developed
line this year,” he says, “But first we need
to process and market the millions of
decision to build or not build the mill.
to nail down our
“We intend to
financing.”
run the mill on fiber
Help may be on
purchased from
the way. P&M is in
state, tribal and
the running for a
private sources,”
$360,000 grant from
says Martin Devere,
the Collaborative
a long-time industry
Forest Restoration
consultant from
Program—the same
Tombstone. “We
outfit that funded
would buy federal
Mr. West’s 1,400wood if it were
acre thinning
available—and we
project on the Gila
expect that some
National Forest. Mr.
will be—but you
Archuletta will add
cannot make
another $100,000 to
investments this
complete the
large on the basis
installation and, if
of government
all goes according to
promises. The
plan, his company
political climate is
will soon be masstoo uncertain. No
producing comlender in his right
posite signs, not
mind would talk
to you.”
just for the Forest
Mr. Devere says
Service but also the
National Park
Nuera Ford Products
hopes to break
Service, the Bureau
ground on its $750
of Land Management and state
million odorless,
highway departchlorine-free
thermo-mechanments.
“It’s very
ical paper mill
early next year and
gratifying for us,”
he says. “We’ve had
be on-line in 2005.
the unselfish help
The facility, which
will make fineof a lot of people
coated paper for the
who share our
belief this product
magazine and office
products markets,
can provide a viable
market for juniper
will consume about
fiber that will be
400,000 bone dry
coming from
tons of wood fiber
woodlands restorannually.
[Top] Just completed fuels treatment project near Flagstaff, Arizona. Logger Allen Ribelin, whose
ation projects in
Nearly 180 miles
High Desert Investments did the work, said the stand was so thick he doubted sunlight had reached
our area.
southeast
of Belen,
the forest floor here in more than 25 years. [Below] Mr. Ribelin stands beside decked logs the
Two hours west
back across the
thinning produced. With no mills nearby, there is virtually no market for these logs in the Southwest.
of Mountainair,
Manzano
over the Manzano Mountains, 90-year-old
Mountains, lay two
Ted Wilbert is placing another big bet. Mr.
tons of low quality fiber that must be
small sawmills that attest to the extraWilbert, who made his fortune building
removed from the region’s forests. Most
ordinary difficulty associated with
paper mills, hopes to build his last mill at
have suggested a pulp or paper mill,
operating in an environment that lacks a
Belen, an hour south of Albuquerque in
which would no doubt spawn some sort
paper mill or some other outlet that can
the Rio Grande Valley. He has thus far
of associated lumber manufacturing
annually soak up thousands of tons of
spent $3.5 million on feasibility studies.
complex, or perhaps two or three
wood chips and waste.
And he has found two able partners—an
oriented strand board or medium-density
“We’d be very interested in selling chips
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will permit improved utilization of
imposed on the Forest Service.
and pulpwood to Nuera,” says Jim Bridge,
“The way we manage the forest is
small diameter trees the tribe intends
manager of Mescalero Forest Products
to harvest as part of its plan for inmore for multiple species, not a single
sawmills at Mescalero and Alamogordo.
creasing habitat and age-class
species,” explained tribal member Thora
“We currently rail our chips to
diversity in its forests.”
Padilla, a silviculturist and project
Louisiana, but everything used to go to
“But what a process!” Mr. Bridge
manager for the tribe’s Division of
Stone’s pulp mill at Snowflake, Arizona.”
declares. “I don’t want to seem
Resource Management and Protection.
When Abitibi bought Stone’s Snowflake
ungrateful but the hoops we had to
“It’s not one way across the forest. It’s a
mill and converted it to recycled pulp,
jump through to
which it rails from
get the money
Canada, the Southwere amazing. We
west’s pulp market
might have given
vanished overnight.
up had it not been
“Now there is
for the help of
no market in the
some very deterSouthwest for
mined state and
chips, pulpwood or
county folks.”
the waste stream
Clearly, not every
created by small
new wood prodiameter logs,” Mr.
cessing business in
Bridge laments.
the Southwest
“We really need
needs federal help.
something down
In fact, some don’t
here to smooth out
want it. Put Rob
the fiber flow.”
Davis in the latter
Mescalero
group. Mr. Davis is
Forest Products
president of Forest
belongs to the
Energy CorporaMescalero Apache
tion, a wood pellet
Tribe. Virtually all
manufacturer
of the 28 million
based at Show
board feet of logs
Low, jumping off
that annually feed
point for northern
its two sawmills
Arizona’s most
come from tribal
popular recreation
or private land.
area.
“We buy an
“I’ve never
occasional Forest
been keen on
Service salvage
government
sale,” Mr. Bridge
money,” he says.
says. “But you
“Huge amounts of
can’t make plans
well intended
on the basis of
public and private
what the federal
money are flowing
government says
into ventures that
it might do,” he
have no future
adds, echoing
without permaMr. Devere’s
nent subsidy,” he
sentiment.
explains. “The
True enough,
sudden fervor is
but the tribe
understandable
recently closed a
given our forest
deal with the
[Top] This is the No.1 fairway at a golf course development under construction near Flagstaff. High
fire problem, but
federal governDesert Investments cleared the golf course and thinned home sites for the developer. Permanent
I don’t think
ment that
clearcuts like these don’t cause nearly as much debate as does thinning in nearby forests. [Bottom]
Congress will
significantly
With no mills nearby, a High Desert log truck is loaded for the 460-mile trip to Terra Bella, California.
bankroll them
improves its longindefinitely.”
term forest manDespite his belief many subsidized
mosaic with different management
agement prospects. The U.S. Fish and
treatments.”
businesses will eventually fail, Mr. Davis
Wildfire Service approved the tribe’s
To close the loop on its long-term
thinks the political climate has improved
Mexican spotted owl management plan
management plan, Mescalero Forest
so much since the Bush Administration
in an agreement that waives the
Products has secured a $250,000
came to Washington that he recently
normally imposed critical habitat
Bingaman grant to purchase a pole
dusted off an eight-year-old plan for
designation. Nor will the tribe have to
peeling and merchandizing system that
building a biomass-fired power plant that
contend with diameter cut limits
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positively impact all these negatives, and
might make from this one project.”
would draw some of its fiber from
control our forest and energy destinies,
national forest thinnings and fuels
Mr. Reidhead, a third generation
by simply substituting wood waste
management projects.
logger, has until December 2003 to
heating for fossil fuels.”
“It looks like there will be sufficient
assess the future for a harvesting
In the hope of capitalizing on what he
fiber available,” he says. “There’s talk
machine that costs as much as a
believes to be a bright future for biomass
about making the Apache-Sitgreaves
Mercedes sedan and might only be
energy products, Mr. Davis has begun a
National Forest a Pilot Forest, which
driven once. Meanwhile, he’s making
quiet search for private capital needed to
would mean a stronger local voice in how
ends meet hauling sand and gravel for
develop commercial markets and build
the forest is managed. We’re also seeing a
building contractors who are making a
cogeneration facilities and additional
lot more activity among the regional
small fortune building vacation homes
pellet plants as markets develop—one at
biomass folks in the Forest Service. And
for affluent customers who find
Alamogordo, New Mexico, another at
now the Department of Energy has
northern Arizona’s forested environs
entered the picture. These are
irresistible.
all positive developments. I
But in trademark
expect we’ll make a decision
logger fashion, Mr. Reidhead
within two or three months.”
refuses to give up hope. And
Currently, Forest Energy
around Alpine hope has a
manufactures about 30,000
name and his name is Steve
tons of pellets annually for
Hall. The earlier profiled Mr.
sale in residential wood stove
Hall is a shirttail relative of
markets in Arizona, New
Mr. Reidhead. Assuming his
Mexico, Colorado, Utah,
biomass power plant and
Nevada and southern
energy park at Egar are
California. They also make
successes, there will be
and market cat litter,
plenty of work for Mr.
animal bedding, fuel logs
Reidhead. So to be sure
and absorbents that soak up
he has left no stone
oil spills.
unturned in his quest to
Mr. Davis understands the
keep his culture alive, he
politics that are driving
has applied for yet
Logger Jerrold Reidhead is dwarfed by a sea of trees that he thinned from
restoration forestry as well as
another government
Forest Service land near Alpine, Arizona, where he lives. Mr. Reidhead
anyone can. And he has
grant—this one to help
qualified for a $75,000 matching federal grant to purchase a used
crafted a marketing strategy
him buy a portable
mechanical harvester he needs, but faced with so many political
that takes full advantages of
chipper he will pair with
uncertainties he isn’t sure he’ll take the money.
its many nuances: the fear of
his yet to be purchased
large scale wood manumechanical harvester: one
Trinidad, Colorado and a third in western
facturing infrastructure, the desire to
machine to quickly dispatch dying
Colorado. He’s also mulling construction
help small businesses prosper, global
trees and the second to give them
of a pellet plant in nearby forests that
warming worries, a fossil fuel dread and
new life in chip form.
would provide fuel to co-fire wood pellets
the quest to blend sustainable forestry
“It is what I know how to do,” he
with coal at Arizona Public Service’s coalwith sustainable community
says. “We used to log six million board
fired power plant at Joseph City.
development.
feet a year. Now we log less than one
“The future potential is huge,” he says.
“Heat your homes, your hospitals,
million. We are all hoping next year will
“We hope to be a part of it.”
your offices, your schools and your
be better.”
So does Alpine, Arizona logger Jerrold
communities with a refined fuel that
Allen Ribelin used to hope for better
Reidhead. But Mr. Reidhead is in the
comes from your land,” he urged
days too. But now he thinks it might be
throes of an odd dilemma. He is the
attendees at the recent National Indian
a waste of time. He can afford the luxury.
recipient of a $75,000 Four Corners grant
Timber Symposium.
The Ribelin’s, one of Arizona’s most
made to help him buy a used $165,000
If Mr. Davis’ words sound like a call to
successful logging family, will be just
mechanized logging system ideally suited
arms it is by design. Unlike moisture
fine no matter what the future holds for
to efficiently thinning dense forests. The
heavy green wood chips, which yield
restoration forestry. Make no mistake,
trouble is he has no work for the
about 85,000 Btu’s per cubic foot, boneMr. Ribelin and his brother Kenny would
machines, so he’s not sure if he should
dry wood pellets generate a whopping
like to continue logging, but it isn’t the
claim the grant. He thinks he might, but
350,000 Btu’s per foot. And the wholesale
end of the world if they don’t. In fact,
he’s having trouble reading the Forest
price of pellets hasn’t varied more than
they’re doing just fine clearing land for
Service’s tea leaves.
ten percent in ten years. Such price and
golf courses and roadside rights of way
“There’s a 5,000-acre urban interface
performance benefits would seem to be
for the Arizona highway department. So
thinning coming up for bid here in Alpine
worth considering perennially chaotic
why on earth are the brothers and their
late this fall,” he says, “but I don’t know if
energy markets.
father even considering a several
there’s enough money in the project to
“The stars have lined up,” he explains.
million-dollar investment in a highpay the difference between the grant and
“We have unhealthy forests, air polluspeed sawmill in Flagstaff?
the cost of the machine. The rest of our
“Because we see a market for one if
tion from forest fires, global warming
forest is shut down so I have to make my
the Forest Service ever gets its act
concerns, rural economies in ruin and
decision on the basis of what I think I
together,” declares the plainspoken Mr.
an unsustainable lifestyle. We can
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of such poor quality they have little value.
Ribelin. “But we’re not going to do it
will bear to a pulp mill or to biomass
“You end up running the logs through
without some assurance that our
generators.”
the mill just to stay open,” he says.
investment is protected.”
The near-total lack of wood
Mr. Crane expects 2002 will be a
Just how the Forest Service might offer
manufacturing infrastructure in the
difficult year for Rio Grande. The
such an assurance isn’t clear, but the elder
Southwest is undermining the already
company’s log inventory is low and he
Mr. Ribelin has an idea whose time may
slim profit margin that thinning small
does not see many new sales on the
have come.
diameter trees yields. High Desert
horizon.
“If the federal government can’t
recently completed an interface thinning
guarantee a set log supply for investors
in the Flagstaff area—and ended up
“The Santa Fe National Forest
who are trying to help them then they
trucking the larger logs 460 miles to
expects to offer some salvage contracts
ought to guarantee the investment,” he
Terra Bella, California. No wonder the
on the Viveash but the trees have been
says. “If I invest in a small log sawmill
family is pondering the merits of a highstanding dead for two years. I doubt
and a lawsuit is filed to stop
there’s much left.”
the project the government
The speed and ferocity
hands me a check for the full
of the July 2000 Viveash Fire
amount the next day. ‘Here’s
astonished fire fighters and
your money Mr. Logger.
fire behavior experts. On a
Thanks for trying to help your
windless day it consumed
country. Sorry for the
28,000 acres of mixedinconvenience’.”
conifer, pine and aspen in a
George Ribelin is not your
matter of hours. Subsequent
run of the mill logger. He is a
flooding in one ravine
maverick who, some years
scoured a stream channel to
back, told the Forest Service
bedrock. Across many southit was headed for political
facing slopes organic topsoil
trouble if it took too many big
was vaporized by intense
trees from northern Arizona
heat, leaving nothing but
forests.
sterile mineral soil. Mr.
“I opposed the heavier
Crane just shakes his head.
cuts and I said so publicly,”
“The private timber that
Three generations of Walker’s posed for this picture near Show Low,
he recalls. “It was not a
burned here was quickly
Arizona where they were completing a thinning job for the Forest Service.
popular thing to say at the
salvaged, but we’re still
The family made a name for itself logging for Ted Turner on his New
time but I still believe I was
waiting to see what the
Mexico ranch. Even so, Dwayne Walker [center] thinks the future is brighter
right. I liked the old pick
Forest Service might do—
in pipeline construction than logging.
and pluck method we used
if anything,” he says.
years ago. You took old
Salvaging fire-killed timber
trees that were dying and other trees
speed small-log sawmill.
from national forests is controversial.
that were defective and you left the best
“You could run a high-speed sawmill
Invariably, environmentalists immediquality trees as a seed source for the
here forever on 16-inch diameter trees,”
ately appeal most such proposals, further
future.”
says Allen Ribelin. “Or you could get
delaying federal planning and consultThe Ribelin family’s fingerprints are all
stuck with $8.5 million in useless iron if
ation processes that often require the
over northern Arizona’s forests, but you’d
the ‘Zero Cut’ radicals have their way.”
approval of several different agencies—
be hard pressed to see them. Over the
Lawrence Crane would have loved to
a difficult task under the best of circumyears their company, High Desert
buy the Ribelin’s logs, but lousy pine
stances given the fact that these agencies
Investments, has logged most of both
markets and distance—440 miles one
often have conflicting mandates. Once
sides of the highway between Flagstaff
way—make such a long haul an
court arguments is added to the time
and the Grand Canyon, a distance of
economic impossibility. Mr. Crane is
frame, salvage work is rarely completed
some 70 miles.
resource forester for Rio Grande Forest
before insects or decay render the wood
Products at Espanola, 25 miles north of
“You can do a lot when you are
useless.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
careful,” Mr. Ribelin says. “Trees grow
“I understand the public’s desire to
“I look at every sale within a 200much faster here than most folks
protect its forests, but that isn’t what’s
mile radius of the mill, but realistically
believe. Don’t forget, the pulp mill at
happening out here,” Mr. Crane says.
you can’t afford to haul logs much more
Snow Flake ran day and night for 40
“Why, for example, are we leaving old
than a hundred miles and expect to
years and never made a dent in our
trees that are dying and removing young
make any money. Flagstaff might as
stand density problem.”
trees that are healthy? We should be
well be on the moon.”
Like many others, including Mr.
harvesting unhealthy trees without
Rio Grande is the state’s largest
Davis, Mr. Ribelin believes biomass
regard to their age or diameter and
sawmill. It employs about 100 workers
development is essential to any serious
retaining healthy trees as a seed source.
and cuts some 48 million board feet of
effort to reduce stand density in the
It doesn’t make sense to make cut-no cut
dimension lumber annually. Mr. Crane
Southwest.
decisions solely on the basis of tree
buys most of the mill’s logs from private
“We have to thin and we can’t leave
diameter.”
and tribal timberlands, though he does
the limbs and tops in the woods to fuel
Ed Collins understands Mr. Crane’s
try to buy Forest Service thinning sales
new forest fires,” he explains. “The best
displeasure, but isn’t quite sure what to
whenever he can. But many of them are
solution is to haul as much as the market
do about it. Mr. Collins, who is the
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district ranger on the Apache-Sitgreaves
biological and species diversity, but
Dr. Wally Covington’s forest restoration
Lakeside District, has been involved in
there is a deeply felt desire to move
model and a third laid out by environone of northern Arizona’s more notable
slowly so that we don’t make any
mental groups.
forest restoration projects—the Blue
mistakes. “That’s fine, but we’ve made
By monitoring the three different
Ridge Demonstration Project—since its
a great deal of progress in species
treatments, scientists hope to
formation in 1997. The project, which
recovery in Arizona in recent years and I
determine which treatment yields the
spans 17,000 acres just east of Lakeside
don’t want to see all of our gains swept
best growth response in residual trees.
and Pine Top, is notable for two reasons:
away by catastrophic wildfire.”
Preliminary results suggest the most
it has not been appealed by environThe Blue Ridge area, which adjoins
aggressive thinnings yield the greatest
mentalists and it has not sold a single
Lakeside and neighboring Pine Top, is
increase in tree growth while trees in
stick of timber despite the fact that the
northern Arizona’s most popular
the least aggressive treatment areas are
project’s three timber sales were twice
forest hideaway.
continuing to decline.
offered for sale.
A stand-replacing wildfire
“There simply aren’t any
here would destroy much
viable commercial markets
more than wildlife habitat.
for trees this small,” Mr.
Thousands of summer
Collins admits. “Now we’re
homes would also be lost,
paying loggers to do the
perhaps the entire twowork.”
community enclave.
He is nevertheless
(Thanks to previous fuels
excited about Blue Ridge’s
management and harvesting
future prospects.
activity, the Rodeo-Chediski
“We came together in
Fire was stopped at the edge
1997 to find ways to move
of Show Low, which is
the natural resource
adjacent to Lakeside.)
management dialogue
“I am scared to death,”
beyond the courtroom,” he
admits John Bedell, Apacheexplains. “We have been
Sitgreaves supervisor.
successful in that regard.
“Stand density on this forest
Now we need to move
is many times what it was a
forward.”
century ago. We could easily
Loggers Raymond Cordova and his father, Louis, near Cuba, New Mexico.
The elder Cordova, who has been working in the woods for nearly 40
Richard Remington
lose lives and towns.
years, is dismayed over the fact that young healthy trees are being thinned
agrees. Mr. Remington is
Somehow the gravity of
while old dying trees are not because of politically imposed limits on the
Region 1 supervisor for the
our situation has got to get
size of trees that can be harvested.
Arizona Game and Fish Deconveyed to the public in a
partment and was, together
way they will understand.”
with Mr. Collins, one of the driving
Mr. Bedell has spent 37 of his 38
“It is a reality that will take some
forces behind formation of the Blue
Forest Service years in the Southwest
time to settle in,” Mr. Collins says. “If
Ridge project.
and knows the region’s forests as well
we are serious about restoration, about
“We all felt trapped,” he says of the
as anyone. And he is plainly very conhabitat, about protecting and creating
impetus for early meetings between the
cerned that the fire season everyone has
older forests we are going to have to
various state and federal agencies now
feared for years has finally arrived. But
make some hard choices very soon.”
involved at Blue Ridge. “We began to
he also worries about the Forest
Mr. Remington agrees.
ask one another what we could do to
Service’s inability to embrace forest
“In some quarters we’re still dealing
stay out of court—and it dawned on us
restoration on a meaningful scale.
with a ‘let nature take its course’
that catastrophic fire was the catalyst
mindset, but the demonstration
“Some of us understand the forest
we needed to bring folks together on
projects are helping to built trust and
health problem and feel a great sense
common ground.”
understanding both internally and
of urgency,” Mr. Bedell says. “But there
externally.” he says. “But the scale at
Throughout the 17,000-acre Blue
is so much public suspicion swirling
which we are currently working is
Ridge Demonstration area that is an
around restoration forestry that I’m no
insignificant compared to the size of
overabundance of pole-sized trees (five to
longer certain the Forest Service can
the problem.”
12 inches in diameter), a shortage of trees
overcome it. We’re doing a decent job at
But as much as Mr. Remington
in every other diameter class and, thus, a
the local level, but how do you unravel
would like to do more, especially for
shortage of the various forest structures
such a complex story with so many
wildlife, he’s fearful that the public will
used by both goshawks and owls.
national implications in a media world
have little stomach for the degree of
Blue Ridge’s partners—local, state
dominated by six-second sound bites?”
thinning that will be necessary to
and federal agencies, environNot easily. But Mr. Bedell long ago
achieve the much sought after prementalists, ranchers, academics and
embraced the problem the only way he
settlement model.
business leaders—agreed to test three
knew how. He assembled a planning
“Frankly, it worries some folks in
different restoration treatments: one
staff capable of producing timber sale
my own office,” he says. “Everyone
plans that could survive court appeals.
replicating the Apache-Sitgreaves forest
understands the need to create more
plan with Mexican spotted owl and
“I decided that if we acquired the
structural diversity in forests as a first
northern goshawk guidelines added; a
necessary skill sets we could prepare
step in the process of creating more
thinning sales that passed muster with
second that is a watered down version of
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and other federal environmental laws as
Everything changes 25 miles south
judges,” he says. “We did it and the
well—they are not burdened by the
of the Lakeside Ranger Station. Here, at
result is that we have 100,000 acres
additional layers of costly process and
Fort Apache, on the White Mountain
ready for thinning.”
analysis the U.S. Department of
Apache Reservation, the tribe operates
But because of other regulatory
Agriculture has heaped on the Forest
the Southwest’s largest sawmill and the
constraints, forest management activity
Service over the years. Moreover, tribal
only large mill in Arizona.
on the Apache-Sitgreaves is generally
forest management decisions cannot be
But unlike Rio Grande Forest
limited to about 30,000 acres annually,
overturned by other federal agencies—
Products, New Mexico’s largest sawmill,
less than five percent of the 772,000
as is the case in the Forest Service’s
the Fort Apache Timber Company does
acres labeled suitable for management.
often stormy relationships with the U.S.
not buy federal timber. It gets all the
“It isn’t much compared to the size
Fish & Wildlife Service and the National
wood it needs from the tribe’s 800,000of the forest,” Mr. Bedell concedes. “But
Marine Fisheries Service. Finally,
acre forest; considered by many to be
it is enough acreage to support a
tribes don’t face the
perpetual thinning program
daunting task of having to
that would in turn support
devise management
several small wood
programs that please an
processing businesses.”
entire nation—a nation
My, how times have
that has grown increaschanged. When Mr. Bedell
ingly queasy about logging
was named Apachein national forests. Tribes
Sitgreaves supervisor 12
need only please tribal
years ago, there were seven
members, no one else. And
sawmills vying for the 75 to
at White Mountain support
80 million board feet of
for sustainable commertimber the forest offered for
cial timber management is
sale every year. Now there
rock solid.
are no sawmills.
“We do enjoy strong
“But we still have a job
support from tribe
to do,” he says. “We have to
members,” says Tribal
create markets for the small
Forester Paul DeClay Jr. “It
diameter trees that need to
Forest Service district ranger Ed Collins stands beside a biomass pile on
has allowed us to move well
come off this forest.”
the 17,000-acre Blue Ridge Demonstration Project near Lakeside,
beyond small demonstration
But Mr. Bedell does not
Arizona. “There simply aren’t any viable commercial markets for trees this
projects.”
think the larger more
small,” he says of the highly praised thinning project. “So we are paying
capital-intensive forest
Because White Mountain
loggers to do the work.”
forestry decisions are not
products companies will
subject to federal adminisever return to the region.
one of the best managed tribal forests in
“We can’t promise them what they
trative appeal environmental groups
have not been able to stop the tribe
the United States.
want most which is a guaranteed annual
from harvesting timber on their land.
You will see two things on White
volume or a long term contract,” he
Mountain land that you will not see in
says. “So I don’t think you will see a
In fact, environmentalists can’t even
gain access to tribal timberland without
any Southwest national forest today: a
pulp mill or an OSB plant here. But you
permission.
commercial timber harvesting program
will see lots of smaller less capitaland a thinning program that is not
intensive business that can roll with the
“They’ve tried,” Mr. DeClay says.
“Our unwillingness to give them access
driven by diameter limits.
punches, businesses with ten to 25
upsets them quite a bit, but these are
“We are working to create a more
employees that dominate small market,
natural appearing forest and greater
small diameter niches.”
our lands, not theirs.”
When the Mexican spotted owl was
structural diversity,” says tribal forester
And to retain experienced loggers in
listed as a threatened species—a
Jim Pitts. “Rather than thin from below
a business that is by nature capital
as the Forest Service does, we thin in
intensive Mr. Bedell expects the federal
decision many still question—tribal
leaders quickly demonstrated their
every age class. Stands are thinned at
government is going to have to do what
political skills by signing a memoran10-20 year intervals, depending on siteit has never done before. It is going to
specific objectives. We retain the best
have to bankroll equipment with grants
dum of understanding with then
Interior Secretary Bruce Babbitt,
quality trees as a seed source. The result
and pay loggers to do the necessary
setting aside reserve areas that do not
will be a multi-aged stand capable of
thinning work.
hosting greater biological and species
“I don’t see how else it can work,” he
impede the tribe’s overall management
program.
diversity.”
says. “We’re not in the timber business
“We don’t accept the idea that if
Timber landowning tribes hold
anymore. We can’t expect loggers to go
several advantages over the U.S. Forest
in hock for half-million dollar machines
you manage for species you can’t also
manage for timber,” Mr. DeClay
Service where their management
then ask them to park the machines in
explains. “It’s true you can’t have every
decisions are concerned. First, their
their front yards while appeals are
decisions are not subject to adminisresolved. No, this is a national forest
forest value on every acre all of the
time, but you can do what we do,
trative appeal. Second, while tribal
problem and the national forests—
which is to manage our forests in
forestry actions must be consistent with
meaning the nation’s taxpayers—are
the federal Endangered Species Act—
going to have to pay the bill.”
perpetuity for productivity, products,
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habitat and cultural resources.”
misfortune that is costing $10,000 a
Mr. Rowdabaugh is well aware of what
The tribe currently harvests about
day according to general manager Mary
needs to happen to reduce the risk of what
50 million board feet annually, well
Classay, who also estimates the mill has
he believes to be inevitable calamity.
below the 110 million board foot
already lost at least $52 million in sales
“We are at a crossroads and in
harvest of a few years ago, but enough
of its highly prized ponderosa pine
desperate need of a long-term thinning
to supply Fort Apache Timber
lumber. And now the mill’s 400 workers
program,” he explains. “In another ten
Company with all of the fiber it needs.
are unemployed—an especially devasyears it won’t matter. We’ll lose it all.
The mill, which was built in 1963, cuts
tating hardship on a reservation that
Too many Arizonans don’t seem to
dimension lumber and employs about
already has 60 percent unemployment.
understand that when it’s gone it’s
330 tribal members. A few years ago
As the crow flies, it is 130 miles
gone for 300 to 400 years. As things
from Fort Apache to Phoenix, 170 to
the tribe added a remanufacturing
now stand, we aren’t even able to keep
facility. It makes several high value
Egar, 140 to Show Low and 120 to
up with growth much less reduce tree
products for the door and
density to a point where
window industries plus
forests can recover.”
tongue and groove logBoth Mr. Rowdabaugh
cabin siding, house logs
and the Arizona State
and a variety of poles and
Lands Department are
timbers used in landheavily involved in efforts
scaping. And just recently,
to create and recruit new
a portable bark peeling
businesses that can utilize
operation was added to
small diameter trees
utilize small diameter
harvested from forests in
trees harvested from fuels
Arizona. Among the
management zones that
initiatives the state is
border tribal communities.
supporting: EECO
But unlike most western
(including a grant in
sawmills, Fort Apache does
support of this report), the
not have a co-generating
Four Corners Sustainable
plant for disposing of its
Forest Partnership and the
wood waste. Instead, it rails
Greater Flagstaff Forest
This thinning project on White Mountain Apache timberland near Honda,
its best chips all the way to
Partnership, for whom Mr.
Arizona stands in sharp contrast to nearby Forest Service thinnings.
Longview, Washington.
Rowdabaugh is trying to
Because radical environmentalists cannot appeal or litigate tribal timber
Lesser grades heat the
find state land the Partnermanagement programs, tribal foresters can thin trees of all ages, creating
mill’s lumber driers or are
ship can use to merchanmore diverse forests.
sold to Forest Energy
dize logs for highest value.
Corporation at Show Low. Still
Despite clear progress
Flagstaff. But the cultural distance
more decaying sawdust is sold to
on several fronts, he’d worried about
from Arizona’s largest city to its
Western Organics, a wood waste
the fact that major companies seem
forested outposts might as well be
marketer with operations in six
disinterested in restoration forestry
measured in light years. No one is
western cities. But the accumulating
and its marketing possibilities.
more painfully aware of this fact than
pile of sawdust behind the mill attests
“The companies with deep pockets,
Arizona Deputy State Forester Kirk
to a huge untapped potential the tribe
technological know how and access to
Rowdabaugh.
has yet to consider: the biomass power
global markets haven’t resurfaced yet,”
“Most people living in the
business.
he observes. “I know that trust is a big
“We enjoy the best of all possible
metropolitan area don’t have a clue
issue and I don’t know what more we
worlds,” says Fort Apache controller
what is happening in northern
can realistically do to reassure them,
Arizona,” he says. “The forestry story
Mike Humphrey. “Great location, great
but we could surely put their expertise
pine, great customers and just about
isn’t on their radar screen and fires
to work down here. And I do believe
everyone else has been run out of
only make news when they are
there is a future here for those who are
burning. Television stations get pretty
business. What more could you ask for?”
willing to step up to the plate.”
The end to an already very costly
excited about ecological consequences
Marty Moore agrees.
fire season would certainly be worth
when fires explode but when the smoke
“Forests and rural communities are
clears they’re gone.”
asking for. The tribe lost about 25
a natural match,” EECO’s very deterpercent of its timberland in the
Mr. Rowdabaugh, who is a forester
mined executive director declares. “We
disastrous Rodeo-Chediski Fire, which
by training, spends most of his time
see all sorts of opportunities for the
putting out forest fires and worrying
started on reservation land. Tribal
formation of successful partnerships
foresters are currently considering
about where the next one will occur.
involving businesses engaged in small
“We’re trying to save lives and keep
several salvage logging options, and it
wood utilization.”
homes from burning to the ground,”
appears that it will take about two
Brian Cottam also agrees.
years for the mill to process all of the
he says of the state’s primary mission.
Mr. Cottam, who heads the nontribe’s burned timber.
“If the butterflies come back later
profit Greater Flagstaff Forests
that’s nice, but it isn’t our mission.”
Meanwhile, forest closure fire
Partnership, sees opportunity almost
restrictions have forced tribal leaders
Though he is mainly engaged in
everywhere he looks, but he readily
to temporarily shut down the mill—a
fighting and preventing forest fires,
concedes he has had great difficulty
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finding suitable markets for wood fiber
But many in Congress apparently
“It’s all politics,” declares Chris
the partnership is harvesting from
see no urgency. Despite strong
West, vice president of the American
several demonstration tracts in the
support from New Mexico Sen. Pete
Forest Resource Council, an
Fort Valley area just west of Flagstaff.
Domenici and Arizona Sen. John Kyl,
industry coalition that lobbied hard
“We need viable small businesses
provisions for including 75 forest
for the provisions. “Radical environcapable of turning small diameter
stewardship projects and a biomass
mentalists and their friends in the
trees into marketable products,” he
grant program in the $190 billion
U.S. Senate don’t like stewardship
says of the environmental group’s
Farm Bill were dropped at the last
contacting because it is a very cost
quest to restore area national forests.
minute. The failure of House-Senate
effective tool for getting forest
“Restoration isn’t going anywhere
conferees to reach consensus
restoration and fuels management
without markets and infrastructure.”
prompted House Forestry Subwork done. They know they’ve lost
Mr. Cottam is right. But there is
committee Chairman Bob Goodlatte
the ‘Zero Cut’ battle publicly so now
considerable rancor over
they’re working behind
the size of businesses that
the scenes to scuttle us.”
are needed. Most environ“It is a major setback
mentalists who support
for us,” concedes EECO’s
restoration favor small
Dr. Moore. “However,
ventures and fear that
forest restoration will
more sizeable operations
only be history after we
will lead the Southwest
are all dead and buried,
back down the road toward
not before.”
increasing dependence on
The defeat would
an ever-increasing federal
seem to be a major
harvest.
setback for the Bush
But while Mr. Cottam
Administration too. On
also favors a suite of
May 23 it signed an
smaller businesses capable
agreement with the
of filling multiple niche
Western Governor’s
markets he clearly
Association endorsing
recognizes the need for a
the association’s ten-year
Dr. Marty Moore,left, Executive Director, Environmental Economics
larger complex capable of
plan for reducing the
Communities Organization (EECO), with Apache-Sitgreaves National
processing significant
risk of catastrophic fire
Forest Supervisor, John Bedell, on a wood tour near Lakeside, Arizona. As
quantities of low quality
in western national
bad as the 2002 fire season has been, Mr. Bedell believes the worst is yet
fiber.
forests and, conto come in the Southwest.
“Our members would
currently, developing
be very uncomfortable
new uses for small
with something as large as an
(R-VA) to angrily criticize Senators
diameter wood fiber. But minus
oriented strand board plant or
Tom Daschle (D-SD) and Tom Harkin
project monies that were removed
anything else on that scale,” he says.
(D-IA) for caving in to extremist
from the Farm Bill, many initiatives
“But it is a good sign that most also
environmental groups who opposed
are now in limbo.
agree that restoration forestry needs
the pilot programs.
If anything, the entire incident
to be addressed on a much larger
“Today, Senate Democrat Farm Bill
has only hardened the resolve of the
scale that it has been thus far.”
Conferees put at risk millions of
association’s incoming chairman,
people who are facing the threat of
Mr. Cottam reports biomass-toMontana Governor Judy Martz.
catastrophic wildfire,” Rep. Goodlatte
energy projects are particularly
“It’s political terrorism—and we
said in a prepared press release.
popular with his members because
have no intention of giving in,” she
they offer hope for mitigating smoke“Instead of reaching out to the
said in a June Evergreen interview.
communities at risk, the Senate
filled skies and associated cardiac and
“Many in Congress don’t yet underrespiratory problems. So too are midDemocrats reached out to extreme
stand the grave danger wildfires
sized businesses that make molding,
environmental groups who are
pose in the rural West. The western
windows, doors and other valueopposed to cutting trees at any cost,
governors do. Someone recently
added products from small diameter
even if that cost is human life.”
reminded me that our federal
trees.
But both Messrs. Daschle and
government rightfully spends
“We need to start building new
Harkin drew strong praise from
millions protecting historic
milling capacity on a scale that will
American Lands, an environmental
buildings and documents. We
allow us to meaningfully address both
coalition that opposes forest
wouldn’t dream of squabbling while
our forest problem and our forest
restoration on federal lands. In a
the Lincoln Monument crumbled.
future,” he declares. “Creating
memo to other activists who lobbied
So why are we fighting among
firebreaks around communities and
against the Farm Bill’s stewardship
ourselves while our treasured
calling it ‘forest restoration’ isn’t
contacting provisions, the group’s
national forests burn to the ground?
going to get the job done. I am on
campaign coordinator, Steve Holmer,
These forests do not belong to a
record in support of someone
wrote “my deepest gratitude for all of
political party or a special interest
building a high-speed sawmill in our
your out-standing work to stop this
group. They belong to all of us—and
area. It’s time to get moving!”
dangerous legislation.”
they are crumbling.”
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“The choice we have is clear. We can treat the forests
with environmentally sound applications, such as
forest thinning, or risk losing forest ecosystems and
critical habitat for centuries. As long as we allow fuels
to gather on our forest floor these outbreaks are

inevitable. Yet our federal government devotes nearly
75 cents of every dollar to containing fires once they
break out, rather than investing in treatment
programs that we know will deter such dangerous
outbreaks before they ignite.”

U.S. Sen. Jon Kyl, Arizona, from “Spurious Lawsuits Stifle Sensible Management of National Forests,” a June 24 Arizona Tribune editorial by
Karen Wittmer, publisher

Closing Thoughts: Society’s Felt Necessities

T

Jim Petersen

can prevent it. And we
clearly can.
he skies have
This new felt
cleared over northern
necessity—a by-God
Arizona and New Mexico,
certainty that caring for the
marking the end of the
West’s desperately ill
worst Southwest forest fire
national forests beats
season in anyone’s
standing by helplessly while
memory.
they burn to the ground—
This year, the first big
has been a long time
dance began at Show Low,
coming. Our own
a lovely resort community
experience dates back 15
in northern Arizona’s big
years to the 1987 Silver
pine country. On June 23,
Fire—a southwest Oregon
the Rodeo and Chediski
monstrosity that destroyed
fires blew together west of
more than 200,000 acres of
Show Low, creating a 50old growth pine and fir.
mile-wide wall of flame
Long before the smoke had
that eventually destroyed
cleared Oregon environ468,000 acres of forest and
mentalists declared, “Not
rangeland and 423 homes.
Montana Gov. Judy Martz, chair of the Western Governor’s Association, says
one black stick would be
Thankfully, firefighters
national forests are public assets—and don’t belong to special interest groups
harvested because [in their
were able to save the town
words] harvesting firewhen the fire slowed after
killed timber is like
it entered an area that had
mugging a burn victim.”
the seeming miracle. Life is good again.
been previously thinned.
Over the last 15 years the public has
And the time bomb ticks on.
At this writing (August 11),
had ample time to autopsy the remains
But this post-fire outrage differs
southwest Oregon is on fire and
of some pretty big forest fires. And there
from past cries in one very important
Colorado is still burning, just as it was
has been plenty of time to consider
aspect: radical environmentalists have
in May. Idaho, Montana and Wyoming
arguments for and against thinning in
not been successful in explaining away
have dodged the big bullets this year,
forests that have become so dense and
the damage done or the reasons why.
though September is often the worst
decadent they are firetraps. In at least
The “It’s natural” argument no longer
forest fire month in these states.
three recent surveys of registered voters
flies. Neither does the “Blame it on
Next year the big dance will be
westerners have signaled a strong
logging” assertion. Like the little boy
somewhere else. No one can say for
preference for thinning before murwho cried “Wolf!” once too often,
sure where, but with some 73 million
derous wildfires kill everything in sight.
radical environmentalists have run out
national forest acres at risk no great
Given growing public anger over the
of good stories. And the public has run
skill is required to pinpoint the
terrible damage wildfires are doing—
out of patience.
location. A dartboard in the outline of
and a rising fear about where the next
Society’s felt necessities—those atthe 11 western states will do just fine.
fire might occur and what damage it
first gentle urgings that eventually
The Rodeo-Chediski Fire added
might do to any of an estimated 6,000 at
become overwhelming public
substantially to an already sizeable body
risk communities—we weren’t surprised
mandates—are also changing. Our once
politic demanding federal intervention
to see so many elected officials line up
utilitarian view of forests has been
in at-risk national forests. But public
to criticize radical environmentalists for
replaced by a near reverence for all of
outrage in the aftermath of big forest
appealing and litigating restoration and
nature’s wonders. As a society, we quite
fires is fleeting. Here today. Gone
fuels projects designed to help reduce
likely feel closer to nature than we ever
tomorrow. Come spring, black turns to
the risk of catastrophic wildfire. U.S.
have before. No wonder we don’t want
green, television news crews flock to
Sen. Jon Kyl, Arizona, no doubt spoke
our forests to burn to the ground if we
the scene and the public swoons over
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for many in a July 10 opinion piece he
wrote for the Arizona Republic
(“Sensible Environmentalism Has a
Place in Managing Forests”).
“[How] do we explain a case filed by
the Center for Biological Diversity in
2000 that sought to stop forest
restoration and fuel reduction efforts at
the Apache-Sitgreaves National Forest,
which was the site of a wildfire which
recently incinerated 465,000 acres of
that forest,” he wrote. “Ground crews
estimate that as much as 90 percent of
the trees that were to be treated under
the plan are now destroyed by the
Rodeo-Chediski Fire. Or what about
three separate appeals filed by the
Sierra Club, the Southwest Forest
Alliance, Forest Guardians and other
groups to stop a restoration project at
Fort Valley in the Coconino National
Forest that enjoyed widespread public
involvement and comment and was
endorsed by the Grant Canyon Trust?”
The Senator’s comments—and
earlier criticism from Arizona Governor
Jane Dee Hull—prompted angry denials
from several environmental groups.
Among them: the Sierra Club, the
Wilderness Society and the Center for
Biological Diversity. “It would have
been good if the governor had gotten
her facts straight before spouting off,”
sniffed the Sierra Club’s Sandy Bahr,
citing a GAO report that less than one
percent of hazardous fuels reduction
projects had been appealed.
But as it turns out, Governor Hull
did have her facts straight. In a
subsequent interview the report’s
author, Barry T. Hill, GAO Director of
Natural Resources and the Environment, said, “The numbers are being
misrepresented.”

Mr. Hill told Holly Fretwell, a
researcher with PERC: The Center For
Free Market Environmentalism that the
GAO report did not consider projects
that had already been through the
environmental assessment and appeals
processes. Suffice it to say, his
clarification jibes with a new Forest
Service report that 155 of 326 proposed
hazardous fuels reduction projects were
appealed in fiscal 2001 and 2002. That’s
48 percent of all proposed projects, not
less than one percent as originally
reported by GAO.
Twice this summer the Wall Street
Journal has weighed in with incisive
editorial comments concerning both
the underlying causes of the West’s
increasingly ferocious wildfires and the
role radical environmentalists have
played in thwarting science-based
efforts to reduce the risk of catastrophic
wildfire.
“If there’s been any benefit to these
awful fires, it’s the education they’re
providing to suburban voters,” the
Journal wrote in a July 2 editorial.
[“Greens Go Up In Smoke”]. “Their
anger is spilling over into this year’s
election campaigns, and is causing the
greens to deny their own handiwork. As
Colorado Governor Bill Owens told us
recently regarding the need for more
forest management: ‘The debate is
largely over’.”
Of course, the West’s wildfires teach
many lessons. Among them: nature’s
indifference to human need. Also, the
unintended environmental consequences of the public’s still widely
supported policy of excluding wildfire
from forests. Despite the ecological

benefits of fire, most Americans see big
wildfires as serious threats to the
nation’s economic and environmental
future. Moreover, fire ecologists have
repeatedly warned that there is nothing
natural about the wildfires that are
roaming the West’s forests today. Worse,
there is ample evidence that our most
at-risk forests also provide critical
habitat for many threatened species:
grizzly bears, spotted owls, goshawks,
salmon and bull trout. What possible
benefit could there be in letting fires
destroy these forests—as some environmentalists continue to insist we do?
With their increasing frequency and
ferocity these wildfires have exposed
profound philosophical change within
many marquee environmental groups.
Not so many years ago the Sierra Club,
the Wilderness Society, the National
Wildlife Federation and the Audubon
Society were among the most respected
conservation groups in the country. Not
anymore. Today, it’s hard to figure out
what these groups stand for, but it
certainly isn’t conservation. How to
explain groups that claim to love forests
and wildlife but find nothing wrong
with firestorms that incinerate both
animals and their hiding places?
Fortunately new environmental
groups that aren’t the least bit
interested in defending the indefensible
are stepping in with well-reasoned
science-based solutions. Among them:
the Greater Flagstaff Forests
Partnership and the Environmental
Economics Communities Organization.
Having conquered the moral high
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ground, both groups are hard at work
on strategies for marketing small
diameter trees and biomass residues the
Forest Service and the public would like
to see removed from national forests
before inevitable wildfires strike.
From this vantage point—and before
this god-awful fire season is gone and
forgotten—we’d like to restate some
points we’ve made on these pages in
past issues.
First, limiting the diameter of trees
that can be harvested from the
Southwest’s forests is a prescription for
disaster. Trees of every age should be
harvested, especially if they are
diseased. It makes no sense to remove
young healthy trees but leave old dying
trees just because they have reached a
certain diameter.
Consider for a moment the
survivability of a community composed
only of old people. Without young
people, what future is there for this
community? Where will the next
generation come from? Who can carry
forward this town’s rich history?
Without seedlings, saplings, pole-sized
trees and middle-aged and older stands
—the literal and the figurative—forests
and communities cannot sustain
themselves through time.
It’s true that for a time big old
ponderosas dominated most forests in
northern Arizona and New Mexico. But
scientists aren’t completely sure why
this was. It may have been the result of
a once-in-eons combination of weather
patterns and forest growth cycles. In
other words, a natural condition that is
not likely to occur again anytime soon.
Second, hazardous fuels reduction
work—the removal of brush and dead
trees next to homes and communities—
is critically important. But is must not
be confused with restoration forestry.
Radical environmentalists support fuels
reduction work because they know
opposing it would be ridiculous. But
with their allegiance to “Zero Cut” they
routinely appeal large-scale thinning
projects in forests that lie beyond
communities. By their own admission,
they fear a return of the timber industry
they despise. But the old industry is
long gone—and unlikely to reappear
because the federal timber sale program
that was its economic lifeblood is also
long gone and unlikely to reappear.
Third, community based
collaborative forestry—the driving force
behind all of the startup wood
processing businesses local
governments are incubating in the
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Southwest—needs some help from
Congress. Unless a way can be found to
limit forest appeals to matters of
scientific substance, these businesses
won’t survive. And if they don’t survive
—and prosper—forest restoration is
itself doomed. The record here is clear.
Look at the lack of progress
collaborative forestry has made in
California, Oregon, Idaho and Montana.
Radical environmentalists will continue
to argue that these local groups cannot
be trusted to make the right decisions
where national forests are concerned.
But there is no evidence to support this
assertion. There is, however, ample
evidence to support the opposite
conclusion: that radical appellants are
undermining the cause of forest
restoration all over the West.
Fourth, cottage industries—vital
though they are to forest restoration
hopes in the Southwest—cannot begin
to consume the enormous amount of
wood fiber that must be removed from
the region’s desperately ill forests over
the next 25 years. But there is yet some
undefined level of public resistance to
recruiting manufacturing complexes
large enough to efficiently process and
market large quantities of low quality
wood fiber. These apparent objections
need to be probed and clearly understood. Until then, there is little chance
that wary investors or lenders will risk
capital on politically unacceptable
manufacturing ventures. If the public
could get comfortable with the idea of
two or three large facilities—say a pulp
or paper mill, an oriented strand board
plant or several strategically positioned
sawmills of some size—their presence
would spawn many more cottage
industries that could indeed prosper.
The list of products that can be made
from small diameter trees that have no
other apparent commercial value is
huge. Given the West’s energy woes, it’s
only natural that biomass-fired power
plants are getting lots of play in the
press, but energy is but one of perhaps
hundreds of uses for processed fiber.
Composite building materials that blend
wood fiber and recycled plastic also hold
huge potential. So, too, do bioengineered products including wood
preservatives. But the key to profitability lies in understanding what
sawmill owners have known for years.
Put simply, wood is heavy. You can’t
afford to haul it very far and expect to
make any money. This argues in favor of
positioning new processing plants in
often-remote communities that really

need an economic shot in the arm.
Once value is added through
manufacturing, higher transportation
costs can be justified.
Fifth, the regulatory and
administrative processes that are
supposed to guide the way the U.S.
Forest Service makes planning and
management decisions is in shambles.
Witness the fact that the agency now
spends well over half of its entire annual
budget putting out forest fires and
defending itself in court. At this writing,
the agency’s $321.3 million annual
firefighting budget is nearly gone. We
are spending $3.87 million a day
battling fires in the West’s national
forests. If only we were spending this
amount on a long-term thinning and
fuels reduction program.
We will soon be treated to yet
another example of just how flawed the
Forest Service’s bewildering regulatory
maze has become. The agency wants to
salvage about 75,000 acres of timber
killed by the Rodeo-Chediski Fire. But
radical environmentalists are already
lining up against the proposal, alleging
that salvage logging would do more
environmental harm than good. Trouble
is, there is little evidence to support this
claim. Yes, any salvage effort can go
bad, but the vast majority of such
projects are successfully completed. The
record here stretches back more than
50 years. And post-salvage monitoring
programs put in place in recent years
confirm the benefits. Among them:
minimal soil erosion, improved water
quality, better insect and disease control
and less risk that a re-burn will do even
more damage. As evidence we cite the
fact that one of the areas least impacted
by the Rodeo-Chediski Fire was a White
Mountain Apache forest that had been
salvaged logged after an earlier fire.
Before the site was replanted logging
debris was removed and the area was
burned to eliminate more woody debris.
Most of the replanted trees survived
Rodeo-Chediski.
The governors of Arizona, New
Mexico, Montana, Wyoming, Idaho and
Utah put the entire process problem in
perspective in a June 24 letter to Forest
Service Chief Dale Bosworth, a man
who is intimately familiar with the
West’s wildfire crisis.
“Dale, time is of the essence,” they
wrote. “Simply put, the process is
broken. We spend too much time
litigating the finer points of process and
not enough time focusing on creating,
restoring and maintaining the health of

our forests. We simply cannot promote the health of our
forests, the health of our wildlife, the health of our
citizens and the safety of our property by letting our
forests burn to the ground.”
Forest Service chiefs have for years pleaded with
Congress to streamline these processes, but
environmentalists have resisted changes that would
make it more difficult for them to litigate management
proposals. A new Forest Service study, “The Process
Predicament,” explains the problem in heartbreaking
detail, citing numerous examples of proposed
restoration projects that never got off the ground.
While lawyers argued over which “I’s” should have
been dotted and which “T’s” weren’t crossed, forest
fires settled the matter once and for all.
Montana Governor Judy Martz, who chairs the
Western Governors’ Association, got it right in a
late June interview. Lost amid the court fights
and the doomsday rhetoric is the fact that
national forests are public assets. As such,
they belong to everyone and no one in
particular, just like all of the nation’s public
treasures: the Capitol, the Lincoln
Monument, the Vietnam Wall, the
Declaration of Independence and many
of our country’s finest museums and art
galleries. We would never allow any of
these assets to fall into disrepair, much
less burn to the ground. So why are
we allowing a small but very vocal
minority to block efforts to thin
forests before they burn? The
public’s forests do not end in
firebreaks cut through the woods
at the edge of town. They extend
thousands of miles across the
West. Why are we ceding this vast
treasure to groups that oppose
forest restoration?
In has taken six months to
complete this report. In that
time the Southwest’s national
forest have continued to
metastasize. The football
field-sized mile-high pile
of wood that grows in the
region’s forests every year
now stretches another half
mile into the sky. Time
has run out. We have but
two choices: we can side
with “Zero Cut”
advocates and watch
our treasured national
forests burn to the
ground or we can join
the “New Pioneers”
in their quest to
restore our forests
before they burn.
- Jim Petersen,
Editor, Evergreen

Postscript:
On July 25 we learned that South Dakota Sen. Tom
Daschle had managed to exclude thinning and fuels
management work in his state’s Black Hills National Forest
from appeal and judicial review. The exclusion, tucked away
in a defense supplemental spending bill the House passed
the night before, has raised the ire of western solons who
want the same exemption for national forests in their states.
Arizona Rep. J.D. Hayworth was furious on hearing
news of Mr. Daschle’s clandestine circumvention of
environmental laws that have hamstrung national forest
managers in the Southwest.
“It certainly can only be described as blatant hypocrisy
on behalf of the Senate leader to claim on one hand to be
the champion of the environment and then, on the other
hand, cut a special deal for his home state,” he declared.
“We’re trying to rebound from the worst fires in our history
—hundreds of homes and thousands of lives shattered.
Believe me, if we had the option to take advantage of this
for Arizona, you better believe we would have.”
Sen. Daschle attempted to explain his actions in an
August 7 Wall Street Journal Letter to The Editor in which
he said his amendment “implements an agreement
negotiated by local stakeholders, including the timber
industry and environmental groups such as the Sierra Club
and the Wilderness Society.”
But out-of-state groups have successfully appealed
many similar local agreements forged over the last decade
in Arizona, New Mexico, California, Oregon, Idaho and
Montana. Mr. Daschle’s legislative end run exempts the
Black Hills National Forest from such chicanery—and 15
of his Senate colleagues are not happy about it.
“If it can happen in South Dakota, it can happen all
over the West,” they declared in a joint August 1 press
release.
Among the signers: Pete Domenici, R-New Mexico; Jon
Kyl, R-Arizona; Ron Wyden, D-Oregon; Gordon Smith, ROregon; Diane Feinstein, D-California; Mike Enzi, RWyoming; Craig Thomas, R-Wyoming; Ben Nighthorse
Campbell, R-Colorado; Conrad Burns, R-Montana; Larry
Craig, R-Idaho; Mike Crapo, R-Idaho; Frank Murkowski, RAlaska; Ted Stevens, R-Alaska; Blanche Lincoln, D-Arkansas
and Chris Bond, R-Missouri.
Today, August 22, President Bush was in Medford,
Oregon. Amid cheers from a crowd that has been choking
on smoke from the Biscuit fire for more than a month, he
referenced Sen. Daschle’s end-up, saying that what’s good
enough for South Dakota ought to be good for Oregon and
the rest of the West as well.
To build bipartisan support for hid forest health
initiative, which would both expand the accelerate the
thinning process in at-risk forests, the President also
called for implementing the Clinton Administration’s 1994
Northwest Forest Plan—a never implemented proposal
that enjoyed the enthusiastic support of environmental
groups that worked on it with Vice President Gore.
Not surprisingly, Mr. Bush’s peace offering sparked a
coast-to-coast round of doomsday rhetoric from radical
environmentalists. There were even well orchestrated and
well-covered street riots in Portland. At long last, the
West’s national forest crisis has made its way on to a very
public stage. Let the debate begin; radical environmentalism on one side and society’s felt necessities on the
other.
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about forests and forestry.
Funding comes from members and
other public and private sector non-profit
organizations that share our commitment to science-based forestry. We
operate under Internal Revenue Service
501 (c)(3) guidelines governing the
conduct of organizations created for
charitable, educational, religious or
scientific purposes. Contributions are tax
deductible to the full extent allowed by law.
Contact us:
e-mail: evergreen@centurytel.net or
Telephone: (406) 837-0966
Fax: (406) 837-1385.
P.O. Box 1290, Bigfork, Montana 59911

Next In Evergreen
“The Truth About America’s Forests”—
an update of the most popular issue of
Evergreen ever published—will be
completed late this fall. We feature the
latest federal statistics for public and
privately owned forests in the U.S., plus
several thought provoking essays by
leading environmental writers. Order
reprints at www.evergreenmagazine.com.
To Become An Evergreen Foundation
Member, log on to our website and click
on our Foundation Store. Or complete
the membership/reprint order form
card in this magazine

P.O. Box 1290
Bigfork, MT 59911

Layout and production by E.T. Graphics, Medford, OR
Charts by Shawn Shaffer, Ashland, OR

We want to thank the Ford Motor
Company, the Montana Ford Dealers
Advertising Association [MFDAA],
Depratu Ford, Whitefish, Montana and
Timberline Auto Center, Libby,
Montana, for their ongoing support for
our educational mission. We’re pleased
to be driving a 2001 Ford-250 donated
to the Foundation by MFDAA.

THE NEW PIONEERS
Hope Rises From The Ashes In Southwestern Forests

To order reprints of “The New Pioneers”
Summer 2002, log on to our website at
www.evergreenmagazine.com

The Foundation Store
www.evergreenmagazine.com
Our Daily Wood - Our popular pieshaped wood block, beautifully handfinished. Its size approximates the
amount of wood, by volume,
consumed every 24 hours
by every person on
Earth. Silkscreened
message explains
the environmental
advantages
of wood.
$35.00

Other Wildfire Links:
www.fs.fed.us/fire/fire_new/
www.nifc.gov/fireinfo/nfn.html
www.fs.fed.us/r3/fire/
www.fireplan.gov/10yrlPfinal.cfm
www.wildlandfire.com/
www.nmforestry.com
www.fourcornersforests.org
http://drought.unl.edu/dm/monitor.html
http://www.nifc.gov/stats/

Two earlier Evergreen reports—“The
West Is Burning Up!” and “Should We
Let Diseased National Forests Die and
Burn?”— can also be ordered on-line.

Support for “The New Pioneers”
was provided by the following
organizations:
• Arizona State Lands Department
• Bureau of Indian Affairs
• Environmental Economics
Communities Organization
• Idaho Timber Company
• New Mexico State Forestry Dept.
• Northern Arizona Loggers Assoc.
• Northern Arizona University
Ecological Restoration Institute
• Pacific Logging Congress
• Ponderosa Fire Advisory Council
• Society of American Foresters
• The Evergreen Foundation
• USDA Forest Service

